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MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 
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;"ct:7'.g [J,eputy 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

I~AN 29 1981 

Subject: Recommendation and summary of evidence for proposed finding 
ag.:iinst Federal aCknOWledgment of the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe
E;;ist of the Mississippi, Inc. of Cairo, Georgia, pursuant to 25 CFR 54 

1. RECOMMENDA nON 

We recommend that the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc., 
(hereinafter refE~rred to as LMC) nQt be acknowledged as an Indian tribe entitled to 
a government-to .• government -relatIonship with the United States. We further 
recommend ttmt a letter of determination be forwarded to the LMC and that a 
notice of thE~~ !proposed findings that they do not exist as an Indian tribe be 
published in tht~ federal Register. 

2. GENERAL. CONCLUSIONS 

Included in 25 CFR 54 are seven criteria which petitioning groups must meet 
before acknov.,'Je~dgment can be extended. The LMC was unable to meet four of the 
seven cr iter ia" 

The LMC is a ."ecently formed organization composed of individuals who believe 
themselves to be of Creek descent, although only a few have been able to 
document this satisfactorily. Members are located primarily in Georgia, Alabama, 
and Florida. n)e~ group appears to have had no organizational existence prior to 
1972, but may stt~m in part from another group which existed no earlier than 1958. 
It did not evoh'e from a tribal entity which has existed on a substantially 
continuous ba.sis from his tor ical times until the present, and it does not have the 
stability of membership and social cohesiveness characteristic of an Indian tribe 
which has mailntained tribal relations over the years. 

The petitionel; sLlbmitted no evidence, nor could Federal Acknowledgment Project 
researchers find .any evidence, which indicated that it is derived from a tribal entity 
which survived the removal of the Creek Nation in the 1830's and which ultimately 
evolved intothle LMC. Concurrently, no evidence was submitted by the petitioner 
or was found by staff researchers which indicates there was a political existence 
prior to 1972. Whatever organizational existence the LMC now maintains was 
developed after 1972. 
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The LMC appea.rs to be a very recent formation of historically unconnected families 
with little or nc:> previous social interaction and limited family connections. 
Although some members of the group are of Creek descent, the majority were 
unable to definiti'vc~ly document their Indian ancestry. 

SUMMARY OF l"JrI.E EVALUATION OF THE LMC BY THE CRITERIA IN PART 54 
OF TITLE 2.5 Of 'THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

The following is ,a discussion of the LMC in light of the criteria in Section 54.7 of 
the acknowledgment regulations. It is based on the three accompanying specialist 
reports and is intended to be read in conjunction with these reports. 

5j: •• 7(,a) A statement of facts establishing that the petitioner 
has been identified from historical ,times until the present on a 
substantially continuous basis, as "American Indian," or 
"cLbc:>riginal." A petitioner shall not fail to satisfy any criteria 
hc~~rcejn merely because of fluctuations of activity during various 
yCI~ars. 

The petitioner ptrE~sented no evidence, nor could any be found by the staff, that 
predecessor grc:)up~S to the LMC existed prior to the late 1950's. Consequently, 
there is no ev.i.d~~nce that the group was identified on a prolonged and repeated 
basis by recogl1.i2:ed Indian tribes, governmental agencies, scholars or others 
mentioned in 2 .. 5 CFR 54.7(a) as having been an Indian entity. The lack of evidence 
is not caused by fluctuations in the group's activity. Although, the LMC claims 
that an antecec:i'en1t Creek group (or groups) existed covertly, no evidence was found 
or submitted which indicates the existence of any predecessor group of any nature 
related to the ,establishment of the LMC. The leadership, however, is partially 
derived from a group which appears to have been formed as early as 1958 and which 
had been regarded by some as Indian. Since its own formation the LMC has been 
identified by sClorne state and Federal agencies as Indian, although this identification 
has been question1ed by others and by the only scholarly study of the group. We 
conclude the pl~ti'tioner has not been identified from historical times until the 
present on a s,lIbstantially continuous basis as American Indian or aboriginal and 
therefore, does: not meet cr iter ion 54.7(a). 

54.7(b) Evidence that a substantial portion of the petitioning 
group inhabits a specific area or lives in a community viewed as 
}mllerican Indian and distinct from other populations in the 
area., and that its members are descendants of an Indian tribe 
Vt,'hich histor ically inhabited a specific area. 

The evidence presented by the petitioner does not show the existence of pred
ecessor Creek glrc,ups which derived from the historical Creek Nation and which 
evolved into tht~ LMC. Only two specific communities are named in the petition; 
one could not bf~ adequately linked to the LMC; and there was insufficient evidence 
to show the othe~r community to have existed as an Indian community or that most 
of those in the cmnmunity were affiliated with the LMC. 
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The history ancl character of the family lines currently enrolled in the group 
indicate that 'they are of diverse origin and that the antecedent members 
of these families ha,d been widely sca ttered and had had no significant association in the 
previous years. 'nlUS, they do not appear to have been derived from a historical 
community or associated communities. 

Considerable e'vic:iEmce exists that the group does not form a stable community 
within which triba,l relations are maintained. Major units of the group have been 
added and subtra.cted since its formation in 1972, and there have been major Changes 
in membership enrl:>llment. More than half of the group who were enrolled in 1977 
are not currently ~mroHed and more than half of those currently enrolled were not 
enrolled in 1977" There is strong evidence that membership has been gained by 
recruiting indh'iduals who have had no previous ties with each other or with the 
group. There i::i E~\lidence that some of them did not previously know they were of 
Indian descent and that others had regarded the"1selves as of Indian ancestry rather 
than as Indians. 

We conclude that a substantial portion of the LMC does not form a community 
viewed as Americ:aLn Indian and distinct from other populations in the area. The 
group, thereforll~, does not meet the criteria in 25 CFR 54.7(b). 

51L7(d A statement of facts which establishes that the 
petitioner has maintained tribal political influence or other 
au'thc)rity pver its- members as an autonomous entity throughout 
hjlsto!ry until the present. 

We conclude thiat the LMC fails to meet the criteria in 54.7(c) because of the 
group's failure tc::> meet the standard of historical existence and continuity, in 
Sections 54.7 (c:L}I and (b). In addition, research failed to produce any evidence that 
there was a gr<)UP over which a political or tribal authority could be asserted or 
that there was ,an ()rganization or social mechanism to assert such authority. 

511~.7(d) A copy of the group's present governing document, or in 
tt"1t: cLbsence of a written document, a statement describing in 
fu.u the memberShip criteria and the procedures through which 
tt"1t: ..group currently governs its affairs and its members. 

The LMC indic:cLtes that affairs and membership of the group are currently 
governed pursuant. to articles of incorporation (under Georgia law) and a 
constitution andl by-laws. These documents were furnished with the petition. It 
should be notc~~d., however, that these documents do not describe in full the 
membership cr'it'e.·ia. They provide only that those persons registered on the 
group's roll af'E~ voting members. It should also be noted that other group 
documents, vel't)cu accounts by members of the group, and observations by Federal 
Acknowledgmel1t staff researchers indicate that the way in which the group 
functions, in fact, substantially differs from the requirements in the constitution 
and corporate documents. Notwithstanding this, we conclude that the group 
technically me~~t:s the criter ia in 54.7(d). 
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54 .. 7(e) A list of aU known current members of the group and a 
copy of each available former list of members based on the 
tribe's own defined criteria. The membership must consist of 
individuals who have established, using evidence acceptable to 
the Secretary, descendancy from a tribe which existed histor
ically or from historical tribes which combined and functioned 
as a single autonomous entity. 

The petitiont'~I~ submitted two membership lists: one with the original petition in 
July 1977; thle st!cond, dated December 1978, with the revised petition on April 9, 
1979. A dete'rmination could not be made as to whether the members listed on 
either roll mt!~t the group's own membership criteria since specific requirements for 
inclusion on the membership roli were not available. 

I 

Based on evicience provided by the petitioner and that which could be found by 
staff researChE!rS, 38% of the group's 1,041 members have already documented their 
Creek Indian ancestry or may be able to do so with further research. Fifty-two 
percent, hOWt~1'E!r, failed to definitively establish descendancy or Indian ancestry 
and their abi.llity to do so even with further research is considered highly unlikely. 

No genealogic:al evidence was .i6ond which would support the petitioner's claim to 
descendancy from an -historical tribe or tribes which combined and functioned as a 
single autonclrnous entity after the 1830's. 

There is stronlg 'evidence that membership has been gained by recruiting individuals 
who have nop."evious ties with each other or with the group. There is also 
evidence that many of these individuals either did not previously know they were of 
Indian descent, or that they regarded themselves to be of Indian ancestry but did 
not perceive the~mseJves to be Indians. 

We concludE! that the membership of the LMC consists of individuals, most of 
whom cannot, lIIsing customary genealogical and enrollment procedures, establish 
descendancy :~.·o,m the historical Creek Tribe and that the petitioner does not meet 
the criteria iln 25 CFR 54.7(e). 

511.7(f) The membership of the petitioning group is composed 
principaHy of persons who are not members of any other North 
American Indian tribe. 

There is no indication that a significant number of the LMC are members of other 
North Amerkan Indian tribes. Therefore, we conclude that LMC is composed 
principally (If persons who are not members of any other North American Indian 
tribe and thc:L"t it meets the criterion in 25 CFR 54.7(f). 

5~~.7(g) The petitioner is not, nor are its members, the subject 
()f congressional legislation which has expressly terminated or 
fClrbidden the Federal reJa tionship. 
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The LMC asserts in its petition that neither the group, nor its members have ever 
been termil"lat~~d or forbidden the Federal relationship. The group does not appear 
on the BUrE!CLlJ'S official Jist of "Indian Tribes Terminated from Federal Supervision" 
or the list of "Terminated Tribes Restored to Federal Status." Research revealed 
no legislation terminating or forbidding the Federal relationship. 

We conclude "that the LMC is not, nor have its members been the subject of 
Congression,:i.l legislation which has expressly terminated or forbidden the Federal 
relationship a.nd that the group has met the criterion in 25 CFR 54.7(g). 
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UNITED STATES GOVER'~\-1EN7 

r- 1"7 
CAn:. C~~ I I 

lottil& 
memorandum 

"E~Y T"O 
ATTN 01'": Director, Office of Indian Ser vices 

SULJECT: RecommE~ndation for Final Determination that the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe -
East of thE~ !lviississippi, Inc., does not exist as an Indian tribe pursuant to 25 CFR 54 

TO: Assistanl Secretary - Indian Affairs 

1. RECOMMENDA TION 

We recor;1mend that the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe - East of the Mississippi, Inc., 
not be acknowledged as an Indian tribe entitled to a government-to-government 
relationsh.ip with the United States. We further recommend that a letter of such 
determinat.lon be forwarded to the leadership of the group, and that a notice of final 
determinat.ion that they do not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal 
law be published in the Federal Register. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

On February 10, 1981, the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs of the Department of 
the Interic( published proposed findings to decline to acknowledge that the Lower 
ML5kogee Creek Tribe - East Qf the Mississippi Inc., exists as an Indian tribe within 
the meani.ng of Fed.eral law. This finding was based on a determination that the 
group does no,t meet four of the seven mandatory criteria set forth in 25 CFR 54.7. 

During th~~ 12'0-day comment period which followed publication, two rebuttals were 
submined ch'illenging the proposed findings pursuant to 25 CFR 54.9(g). The first 
was submrn:ed on May 18, 1981, over the signature of Neal McCormick of Cairo, 
Georgia, c::hief of the petitioning Lower Muskogee Creek group (hereinafter referred 
to as LMc:: .. G~~gia). A second and separate rebuttal was submitted on June 9, 1981, 
by John WE~ley Thomley of Molino, Florida, vice chief of the petitioning group 
(hereinaftl!~r referred to as LMC-Florida). Subsequent to publication of the proposed 
findin~, Mr. Thomley notified the Acknowledgment staff that he was severing all 
connection~; '-'lith the McCormicks and that he intended to file a separate rebuttal 
contending that the original petition omitted substantial amOlnts of important 
evidence. 

Three lettl~rs were received in support of the findings: one from the Director of the 
Mdntosh RI~ierve of Carroll County, Georgia; one from the Director, Office of Indian 
Heritage f'IJr the State of Georgia; and one from the Principal Chief of the Muskogee 
(Creek) Nation of Oklahoma. . 

3. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS iN RESPONSE TO REBUTTAL ARGUMENTS 
PRESl~NTED 

Both rebuttals were carefully considered; the new evidence submitted was checked, 
and materieL! in the original petition reconsidered in light of the arguments. The 
rebuttals ",!ere not only considered separately but also together to determine whether 
the sum 0:1' the evidence and arguments would strengthen the group's petition for 
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acknowledgment. The rebuttals, whether considered separately or together, did not 
present eyide!Oce which would warrant changing the conclusion that the LMC does not 
meet fow" of the criteria set out in 25 CFR 54 (specifically Section 54.7 (a, b, c, and 
e»; and the~r,efore, does not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal 
law. 

Although J::lClth rebuttals spoke to some degree to the four criteria which the LMC had 
failed to Tn E~t, neither rebuttal addressed the following major factual condusions set 
out in tht~ proposed findings: 1) the ISlstable membership which shows great 
fJuctuatiO'flS in size and composition; 2) the lack of historical data for most 
geographic al"eas and for many time periods, and the concurrent lack of evidence of 
political (>ntinuity; 3) the apparent recent institution of "dan" organizations; and 4) 
the lack clf historical connections or association between families that would be 
expected Jrorn the asserted historical tribal character. The condlSions regarding the 
limited histc:>rical identification of the group as Indian and the lack of proven Creek 
ancestry f()1" a large part of the group's membership were either not addressed or 
were ans\\'ered by restating earlier argumentS. No information was provided in either 
rebuttal in re;ponse to the finding that the membership provisions, though they might 
be technically adequate, were vague and ill-defined and contained no specific 
requirements for establishing Creek Indian ancestry as a basis for indlSion in the 
membership list. Some of the factl..al conclusions in themselves were sufficient to 
deny triba,[ stiatlS to the group, but collectively they were overwhelmingly against the 
LMC assertion that they are a tribe • 

. , 
ImpJicit in IXlth rebuttals is the argument that because approximately 7,000 Creek 
descendants in the "Eastern United States received payment under Indian Claims 
Commissic:l£l Docket Number 21, there exists an Indian tribe which could be acknOWl
edged und"~r ~~5 CFR 54. This argument appears at many points to be based on the 
idea of t~l~ 'existence of a general "Creek Nation East of the Mississippi" before the 
formation in 1950 of an organization which took that name in 19'1. Taking the Claims 
Commissicm contacts as Government recognition, the petitioner in effect projects the 
group backward from that point to argue for its historical existence. These 
Government contacts do not constitute recognition of the group as a tribe or a 
determina'tic)fI that the group has had a continuing historical existence as a tribe. 
Similarly, the existence of a current organization is not evidence for the existence of 
an organiz,aticlfl in the past. 

The presenc'e -of large numbers of Indian descendants scattered throughout a given 
region doe:s not necessarily mean that these descendants constitute an Indian tribe 
within the mE~aning of the regulations. While a large portion of the United States 
population rniiy have knowledge of their Indian ancestry, most do not consider 
themselves rn4~mbers of an Indian tribe. 

The LMC is not a tribal commlllity which has fLl1ctiooed as an autonomolS entity 
throughoU1: history until the present, but is rather a group of individuals who believe 
themselve!ii to be of Indian ancestry, most of whom did not condlSively establish this 
fact. The members are scattered widely throughout the South and have had little or 
no associatic)fl with the group as a whole lJ'ltil they were recruited by the leaders of 
the LMC gro,up. No evidence could be found that a sense of tribalness or community 
exists. 

Several sp,ecHic arguments were raised in the LMC-Georgia and -Florida rebuttals. 
These argLlrnents are dealt with individually in the paragraphs which follow. 
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4. LMC-GEORGIA ARGUMENTS (McCormick Appeal) 

Mr. McCormIck daims that three separate states (Georgia, Florida, and Alaba.ma) 
ttrecognize tt t:he LMC as a corporate entity and that such recognition establishes the 
covert existence of the group over a long period of history. The McCormick rebuttal 
also suggests that such incorporation far outweighs any scholarly studies which 
suggest that ·'ti"e group does not exist as a tribe. 

Researchers (:C)L~d find evidence of only two corporations, both using the name of 
Lower Creek MIJSkogee Tribe - East of the MiSSissippi, Inc. (sic): one in Florida, 
listing John Woo Thomley as President Director; the other in Georgia, listing 
Neal McCorm.ick as President. The Georgia corporation is presently not in good 
standing with the State as the corporate fee has not been paid for 1981. Notwith
standing ttili'l the simple filing of corporate papers and the payment of the 
appropriate fE~~ does not establish the historical continuity of a group or that a group 
currently exists as an Indian tribe. The matter of tribal existence, historical and 
political continuity, and Indian ancestry must be established through appropriate 
documentation.. ' 

The negative c:ondusions in the proposed findings 00 not rest solely, as is suggested 
by the LMC-('~~If"gia rebuttal, on the limited length of time the corporate entities of 
the LMC have existed. Extensive evidence and arguments were presented in the 
proposed finc:Ungs to s~ow that ~~e group did not meet the criteria even for the period 
during which t~~ corporations have been in existence. There is strong evidence that 
the group w,as created in 1972 and incorporated in 1973, rather than formalizing 
previously e,dS'ting commlnities, and that it has been a limited and lnStable organiza
tion that doe~) !le)t resemble a tribal community. 

The overt ex,i:ite~nce of the LMC, which has been for only nine, rather than 30 years as 
daimed in thE~ appeal, provides no evidence that there was a predecessor organization 
or entity, CO"E~rt or otherwise. There was no evidence to indicate that predecessor 
entities exiS'lt,ed before the corporations or that the ancestors of the present group 
were part of lJ'lits which met the requirements of the regulations. As noted, the LMC 
is one of severa!l organizations of Creek descendants and daimed descendan1s which 
organized aft'!!Ir the Eastern Creek claim was filed in 19.50. Some of its members may 
have had links with the organization which initiated that daim. Each organization 
must be judg,edf 5ieparately, however. 

Mr. McCormick cites out of context a statement from the proposed findings that 
there was "s~tr'ong evidence of Indian identity or knowledge of Indian descent" as 
evidence of the covert survivaJ of the tribe. This statement, as used in the findings, 
was made in r'egard to the region in general rather than about specific ancestors of 
the LMC or cLbout ancestors of Eastern Creek claimants in general. The strong 
evidence re1E~rred to in the proposed findings was most prevalent for areas where 
there were the~ fewest LMC members. 

Mr. McCormi.c:k. reasserts in the LMC-Georgia rebuttal that prohibitive laws passed 
against the Creek's after Removal forced the Indians to live covertly and prevented 
the tribe from openly identifying itself. This argument was dealt with at length in 
the propasedfincfings. No new evidence was provided to refute the total lack of 
do cum entati Clf". for any period before the 1950's of the covert or overt existence of 
any type of community for even part of the group which could be identified as Indian. 

.. 
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An examine,ti(," of the group's genealogy showed almost no intermarriage between 
families and dispersed historical residence patterns, both of which indicate that 
families WI!~:4~ historically LI1connected and had little or no social interaction. This, 
when coup[·e-d with the finding that the majority did not establish Creek Indian 
ancestry and that many had no previous identity as Indian or even knowledge of Indian 
ancestry, indicates that the LMC is not derived from a stable tribal community. 

No attemp'l: was made to rebut the conclusion that the LMC ''recruited'' its members. 
The word "r,ecruitment" in the proposed findings is used to mean the gaining 01 
members fn)Jm the general public, i.e., individuals who believed themselves to be of 
Creek ance~stry, as opposed to enrolling people who were socially part of an existing 
group but w'ho were not formally enrolled. Evidence for this included several 
documents from the LMC itself. 

The McCorm.ic:k rebuttal questions the anthropological portion of the findings since it 
does not reccignize that before Removal Creek towns, clans or families shifted from 
place to pIcKle and "mixed and mingled." Contrary to the LMC assertion, the reports 
clearly took into account that there was considerable intermarriage and contact 
between non-Indians and Creeks before, as well as after, Removal. This fact does not 
affect the finding that no evidence could be found that any Creek communities 
continued t10 ,e;dst among ancestors of the LMC after Removal. 

The LMC a~s:s'erts that the Creek Nation East has been recognized as an Indian Tribe 
in Florida 5tcLtute F.S. 1979,..Chapter 285, Indian Reservations and Affairs. The cited 
chapter of the Florida Statutes, in mentioning "Muskogee or Cow Creek," is dearly 
referring to bcmds of the Seminole Tribe of Florida. The statute does not pertain to 
the LMC as a group (F.S. 1979:Ch 285:061(2) &: Ch 285:07(1». 

Recent rescilutions submitted from one Georgia and two Florida colSlties which 
recognize thE~ LMC as a Creek tribe are not based on research and documentation. 
They do not es1:ablish the historical existence of the group as an Indian tribe. 

Numerous hist()rical documents were submitted with the LMC-Georgia appeal. Five 
of these dCH:unnents duplicated material in the original petition. Twelve additional 
documents, a.ltoough new, pertain to Creek history before or during Removal and thus 
are of no vCLlue in documenting the survival of Creek Indian communities after the 
Removal. rC)l:1I" of the documents which were submitted are discussed below: the 
1920 voter reg.istration roll; the Ward letter of August 28, 1861; the list of "Frinley 
(sic) Creeks,;" a,nd the William Brown affidavit. 

The LMC ;arg1Jes that continued existence of the tribe is evidenced by CalholSl 
County, Florida, voting records which pl6'port to show Creek Indians voted in State 
elections in Jlno and later. A page was submitted from an October 9, 1920 voter 
registratiorl roll, listing two individuals designated as "C.I.," apparently an abbrevi
ation for O~I~el< Indian. According to current county offidals, this was probably self
identificati1on. Subsequent research could not identify these two individuals as Creek 
Indians or as beIng related to the current LMC membership without further 
documentation. No evidence was found or presented in the voting records which 
would indic:c.te that there was a continuing community of Creek Indians in CalholSl 
County or thclt governmental bodies, scholars, or others even identified the presence 
of such a cClrnmlJ"lity. 
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The LMC a:rgues that the Ward letter, when -taken in conjunction with the Ward 
- Record CsubinHted with the petition), proves the existence of covert Creek Indian 

groups in SOIJth«~rn Alabama and western Florida. Since the Ward letter, dated August 
28, 1861, was mentioned in the Ward Record, it can be used to validate parts of the 
Ward Record i-t5eJf as well as a few of the individual Ward family relationships. 
However, since the record identifies no one as Indian, much less as Creek, and since 
it appears to de'al with Ward family members and their gatherings almost exClusively, 
it cannot ~:! 1L!j,ed to establish the existence of covert Creek Indian groups as is 
asserted by 'Itl1te LMC. 

A list which contained 35 names and was entitled "Frinley Creeks" was induded to 
demonstrate the existence of an historical tribe. However, no information was 
provided regcLr-ding the origins of the list, its purpose, its author, or the date when it 
was prepared. f~ed solely on identification by name, nine of the 35 names appear to 
be similar to those of established Eastern Creek ancestors. Any connection between 
the names on this list and the LMC ancestors ~ however, is impossible to substantiate 
witoout furthe~ information. For this reason, the list of IIFrinley Creeks ll caQnot be 
used to prove Creek ancestry or to document the historical existence of a covert 
Creek group,. 

The William :Brc>wn affidavit was submitted to prove that a Creek Indian commmity 
existed in D-ec:atur County, Georgia, in 1863. The affidavit plrports to show that a 
man who wa:s jldentified in the dqcument as a Creek Indian was going to a meeting of 
the "nation."1 Staff researdl could not identify William Brown on the Eastern Creek 
roUs or as an LMC ancestor. No additional documentation was submitted and 
subsequent analysis could not identify which "nation," the location of the meeting he 
was to attend, who William Brown represented if anyone other than himself, and 
whether a CII"I~el< Indian community existed in Decatur County, Georgia, at that time. 
Based on the information provided no weight could be attached to the document. 

Various othE!I' historical documents submitted contained no specific reference to 
Creek Indians, and most of the individuals named could not be identified as Creek or 
as ancestors ()f current LMC members without further documentation. 

No evidence W2LS provided in the appeal to substantiate the LMC assertion that an 
undergradua'it'! thesis used as one source of evidence for the proposed findings was 
deliberately dis,torted to please the academic supervisors of the writer. The 
materials in the thesis were found to be entirely consistent with other sources of 
evidence l!i ,ed I' induding a report written at about the same time by 
Peggy McCormic:'k for a VISTA project at the Tama Reservation. 

5. LMC-FLORIDA ARGUMENTS (Thomley appeal) 

The Thomley rebuttal to the proposed findings raised several additional issues which 
deserve disclIJssion. 

The central <It- gument presented by the Lower Muskogee Creek-Florida group is that 
the award elf funds under Docket 21 of the Indian Claims Commission to Eastern 
Creeks in effect recognized a Creek Nation East of the Mississippi and that their own 
political existence in turn came about through a formal division of this group and 
transf~ of sl_lJ1:hority from the previous organization. 
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The award ,:>f funds lJ1der Docket 2J made to both Oklahoma and Eastern Creeks was 
not, as contended, made under "eligibility criteria substantially similar to those· 
demanded for Federal Recognition." Two steps were involved for this claim, one to 
determine :;1:a.nding to purs ue the claim, the other to determine what group or 
individuals were eligible to receive payment for it. Neither of these steps required 
showing of c,:>ntinuous political existence as a community since the time of removal. 
Docket 21 w,as> originally filed in 1948 by the Oklahoma Creek Tribe. A petition to 
intervene was filed in 1951 by an organization of Eastern Creeks initially using the 
name of Perdido Friendly Creek Indian Band of Alabama and Northwest Florida. The 
name was subsequently changed to Creek Nation East of the Mississippi <CNEOM). 
One activi ty ,of this group was the creation of a list of as many Eastern Creek 
descendants as could be located, as a step toward submission of these names for 
payment url.(h~ Docket 2J and later Docket 275. 

The Clairrui Commission initially denied intervention by the Eastern Creeks but was 
overruled in 19.52 by the Court of Claims. The Court held that the Eastern Creek 
or gani zati or, cc:mstituted an "identifiable group" of Indians under the Claims Commis
sion Act, v.,'hi.ch allowed suits by any "Indian Tribe, band or other identifiable group." 
It specificcdl:y held that the Claims Commission was unreasonable and incorrect in 
making the ,::;ategory "identifiable group" the same as "a recognized tribe or band." It 
held that "if ii group presenting a claim under the act is capable of being identified as 
a group of Incfilar6 consisting of descendants of members of the tribe or bands which 
existed at thE! time the claims acose, the jurisdictional requirements of the statute, in 
our opinion., h,ave been met." Thus the requirement for the Eastern Creeks to be 
included in [)c:>cket 2i was only that it was a group of Creek descendants and not that 
it show con1inuity of tribal political organization. On this basis, the group was also 
allowed to intc~vene in Docket 27.5. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Claims 
Commission ,~~alt with the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi onJy as a group 
representin,g Creek descendants in matters such as legal representation in pursuing 
these claims. 

While the ]Incii,an Claims Commission had the responsibility for determining claims, 
the res pons i bil.ity for determining which persons or groups were eligible to share in 
the award 1,waiS that of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The recipients of the award are 
not necessa.riJiy identical to or limited to those groups which originally petitioned. In 
Docket 21 anQ subsequently Docket 275, entitlement to share in the distribution of 
funds was base<l solely on documenting Creek Indian ancestry. Under provisions of 
the Act au"tir.:>rizing distribution of the funds in Docket 21, payment was made on a 
per capita boaiSiis because ''the Eastern Creeks comprise an unorganized descendant 
group." Docke't 27.5 payments will be made on a per capita basis for the same reason. 

In the prOCII~Sl; of reaching an agreement on pl~ for the disbursement of the fun~ 
awarded fOil" D4:>cket 21 and 27.5, the Bureau of Indian Affairs held public meetings in 
several area!; to discuss the pl~ with Eastern Creek claimants in those areas. The 
meetings \Vf!f"e annolJ1ced in advance in the newspapers. Various Eastern Creek 
descendant cII"ganizations were apparently also contacted. At a meeting in Pensacola 
in 1974, W4:!!;ley Thomley WaiS elected to speak for tmse present at a subsequent 
hearing to b~ held in Oklahoma. It is apparently this meeting that is referred to in 
the LMC-flc)rida appeal when it mentions an example of the tribe "instructing the 
chief and c':lLInci1" concerning important tribal maners and functioning according to 
Creek tradi tic)!"l. 
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Part of the L.MC-Florida ar gument is based on the idea that the CNEOM organization 
that intervc::nc~d in Docket 21 and promoted Eastern Creek claims was in effect a 

, single tribe which represented all Eastern Creeks and was the tribe from which the 
LMC-Florida sE:parated in 1973. While the CNEOM organization appears to have 
served as the original umbrella organization promoting Eastern Creek claims, there is 
no evidence tl;) show that its membership included all Eastern Creek descendants in 
the Southeast or that the organization claimed that it did. A large portion of the 
current LMC membership do not appear to have been a part of the CNEOM 
organization in the 1950's and 60's, although some of the leaders of the LMC were 
active for aw hUe. 

Since the LMC-Florida argument which states that Docket 21 determined that 
CNEOM constituted a tribe dating from the time of Removal is invalid, the "transfer 
of authority" in 1973 cannot be used to support their claim to a continuous political 
existence on this basis. In any event their interpretation of the immediate facts of 
this "transft:!!'" ,is in itself incorrect. It did not establish the Florida Creek Indians as 
a group autol'}j;)rnous from the CNEOM but made Thomley "chief" under the jurisidic
tion of the eNE,OM chief and required him to uphold its laws. 

The LMC-F'lorida appeal gave further reinforcement to the conclusions of the 
proposed finclin,gs that the group is a recent organization which does not form a stable 
community .i~nd is one to which major units have been, and continue to be, added and 
subtracted. E~ight of the 13 "clans" clearly active in 1980 submitted statements that 
they were now affiliated with LMC-Florida. Two to these were recent additions, 
added after the petitiOn was submitted. Four new "clans" have been added since staff 
research wa:s d()ne on the petition. There is no evidence that these new "clans" have 
any substanti,aJ historical existence or association with each other. The group's 
leadership a,cknowledges a process of organization building. A limited description of 
comm~ity ,ac:tilvities is given to show existence "as a functioning commlnity," such 
as POWWOWSi, t.~aching crafts, dancing at public functions, and the procurement of 
grants. These are at best limited flnctions, documented only for the past seven 
years, and contiain no indication of extensive participation by the "members" listed on 
the roll. 

The LMC-F'lorida rebuttal also argues that a treaty made in 1833 recognized the 
existence of the "greater body of the Creek Nation" which at that point remained on 
the eastern sid4~ of the Mississippi. This treaty predates the removal of the majority 
of the Cree:k Nation and hence does not indicate acknowledgment of a continuing 
body of East'ern Creeks after the 1830's. The acts of 1887 and 1906, referred to in the 
appeal, wen~ clll~trnent acts which do not apply to the Eastern Creeks. 

The LMC-FIOf'ilda rebuttal included a list containing the names of roughly 2,700 
members who it stated had been omitted from the membership roll submitted with 
the original );>ietition. Creek Indian ancestry could not be established for the majority 
of these members, however, based on the limited information provided. Only 24% of 
the individlliClls named could be reasonably identified as having shared in Docket 21 
and thus as having established their Creek ancestry. Of the remaining 76%, 24% 
appear to h,a\le applied to share in the award to be made ~der Docket 275; however, 
until acceptl~d for payment, these applicants cannot be considered to have established 
their Cree),( ancestry. Fifty-two percent could not be accoll'lted for based on 
information prl!Sented. These findings reinforce the initial condusion set out in the 
proposed findings that a majority of the LMC membership are lJ'lable to establish 
Creek ance'strY. The submission of a list of members who were omitted which is 
2-1/2 times l~~ ger than the members hip roll submitted with the petition, only serves 
to further c::mphasize the instability of the group. 
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The genealel~~cal findin~ do not dispute the faCt that there were, and still are, many 
Eastern Cn~~k descendants in the tristate area of Geor ~a, Florida and Alabama. 
They do diSi;)lute, however, that the group entitled the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe -
East of th(:~ Mississippi, Inc., has a stable membership or is a political organization 
which kno~,~j" c)r is selective, about its membership. 

6. OTHER OPTIONS 

In accordance with Section 54.9(j) of the Acknowledgment regulations, an analysis 
was made lei determine what, if any, options other than acknOWledgment are availble 
under which tl1e Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe - East of the Mississippi, Inc., could 
make applicati.on as a tribe for services and other benefits available to recognized 
Indian tri~:~s.. No viable alternatives could be fOlJ'ld due to the group's LI"Icertain 
Indian ance~stry, the geographiCal dispersion of its membership, and the group's lack 
of inherent sl::>dal and political cohesion and continuity. This condusion is based on 
independem~ research conducted by the AcknOWledgment staff and on the factual 
ar guments a.nd evidence presented in the LMC petition and in the two rebuttals which 
challenged the~ proposed findings. A detailed analysis of this research and the 
evidence reU(~cf upon will be found in the foregOing report and in the report which was 
prepared to support the proposed findings which were published in the Federal 
Register on Fe.bruary 10,1981. 

As indivi dlJiils , however, those. Vlho shared in Docket 21 will also share in the per 
capita aware! 11) be made under Docket 275. Persons who did not share in Docket 21 .-
who have applied and meet the requirements of the judgment flJ'ld distribution plan 
could share in Docket 275. With regard to future awards to individual Eastern Creek 
Indian desCE:~ncjants, we are unable to say what the eli~bility requirements for sharing 
in such awarl:l:; might be or who the eligible beneficiaries would be. 
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ANTI-lRO(:)OL.OGICAL REPORT ON THE LOWER MUSKOGEE CREEK TRIBE
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI, INC., (Cairo, Georgia) 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

General Conclusions 

AU of the alvclHable evidence supports the conclusion that the Lower Muskogee 
Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc., (LMC), with headquarters at Cairo, 
Georgia, is ne,t an historical tribe with a continuous historical existence from the 
Creek Indian ~Iation. The evidence developed is that it is a very recent formation 
of individuals cLnd families who are of Creek descent or believe themselves to be of 
Creek descellt.. It is a conglomerate group of quite diverse composition and has 
evidenced con:;iderable instability. Major portions have been recently added or 
lost, suggestilng that the formal organization has little underlying basis in informal 
social ties ancl organization. 

A detailed anaJlysis shows that since the group was organized in meetings in 1972 it 
has added and c:cmtinues to add s~stantial subgroups with no previous ties. A t the 
same time at least one and probably several such subgroups have separated from it. 
A Significant number ·of individuals listed as leaders or in important pOSitions are 
no longer enrolled with or evidently affiliated with the group. There is strong 
evidence that membership has been gained not by formally enrolling individuals 
who are socially part of an existing group, but by recruiting individuals who have no 
previous ties with each other or the group. There is direct evidence that some of 
these did not pr1eviously know they were of Indian descent or specificaUy of Creek 
Indian descent, c)r that they had regarded themselves as of Indian ancestry rather 
than as India~n:;. There are significant differences between a 1977 roll and the 
current roU, with only 28% of the 1977 roll on the current one and only .37% of the 
current roU E~~nl"o,Ued in 1977. This is further evidence that the group is unstable or 
that ties between its members are not very consequential. The major leaders were 
originally affiliated with another petitioning group claiming to be of Eastern Creek 
descent. -

The evidence concerning historical existence before its formal organization in 1972 
is equaUy negil1:i've. The claim made in the petition, and the oral history presented 
by members, Ui that previous to the formal organization the Creeks existed as a 
series of sma.ll commlB'lities, centered around churches, which had to conceal their 
identity as Inclian. The oral descriptions were in general vague and would not have 
accounted fOII~ more than a small portion of the families and areas claimed for the 
tribe. A famHy diary and supposedly associated church record were presented for 
one community iln Florida. However, it was not possible to clearly establish any 
substantial cl:m~e~spondence between the names in the diary and the church record, 
nor with eithll~r of those and current family lines. Only one family line has an early 
history in fl,::lricla and that one is not connected with this church. An informal 
written churll:h history and affidavits were presented concerning a church and 
community ifi Monroe County, Alabama. This could be dearly linked with 
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individuals in the tribe and is in an area where specific knowledge of Indian descent 
if not Indian ide~ntity was maintained. However, it could not be confirmed whether 
there is a presently functioning community there nor if so how much of it is 
affiliated with the LMC. There was insufficient evidence to verify or disprove its 
historical exi:;te·nce as an Indian community. 

A careful ancLly:sis of the history and movements of each of the family lines from as 
early in thE:~ nineteenth century as possible until the present contradicts the 
proposition t!1;a1: communities were functioning and had contact with each other. 
The famlly Iil"es in large part had independent geographic origins in the Alabama, 
Georgia and Florida area and this diversity of location was maintained throughout 
the course of their historical movements. Current concentrations of LMC 
members in Pf~nsacola and southwestern Georgia were shown to be of quite recent 
origin, contr'cLdkting the claims of the petitio~ and supporting the idea of recent 
recruitment.. Five of 19 family lines either originaUy were or are now quite distant 
from the geogri:iphical focus of the group. The main exception to this was the 
southwestern Alabama, and far western Florida (Pensacola) area, where a number 
of lines origmated and continue to maintain members. At least some of these are 
socially conne~cted with the Poarch community, another petitioning group. In 
addition, there were essentially no intermarriages between family Jines, which is an 
unlikely out<x)me if the situation was one of long term close social contact and a 
desire to maintcLin a separate)dehtity from the surrounding society. 

No evidencew'as submitted or found in local histories or histories of the Creeks of 
the existenCl~ C)[' identification of any Creek communities in these areas, other than 
at Poarch. Similarly, none of the many anthropological studies and listings of 
"remnant" Indian groups in the south identified any Indian groups in these areas 
other than tha t of Poarch. 

No distinct language or culture other than recent revivals were found. The Indian 
culture and organization described in oral history and affidavits could not be 
distinguished from that of rural white southerners of the same area. Claims that 
the Indian la.nguage was spoken in recent generations could not be verified. 

Summary Url~~r_ the Regulations 

Criterion a. There was no evidence that the LMC was identified as an Indian group 
or groups be~fclr'e 1972. Although recognized by the State of Georgia several times 
after that diU'e as well as by other local government and other agencies from which 
it has rece:i.v«~1 Indian program funds, the authenticity of the group has been 
questioned by clthers. No indication of the group was found in local histories or in 
anthropolog.1.c:al surveys of unrecognized, remnant east coast Indian groups. The 
authenticity of the group was questioned by the one scholarly study on the group, 
an undergraduate honors thesis written in 1977. 

Criteria band c. There was no evidence that the current LMC has had historical 
continuity cl.!; a. community or as an Indian community or communities with the 
Creek Natic:n from the time of Removal in the 1830's until its organization in 1972. 
No adequate documentary evidence was provided or could be located to support 
their historiciaJ existence as a community. An anaJysis of the composition and 
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family historiE~,s c)f the current membership strongly indicated that they were 
derived from a di'¥'erse group of families which were widely scattered and have had 
no significant a:ssodation in the previous 140 years. 

Since its formal ()rganization the group has made very substantial additions and 
subtractions of membership and there is evidence that substantial numbers of 
members were recruited from individuals who had few previous social ties with 
each other or with the group. Thus, regardless of its history, the LMC does not 
appear to meet criteria band c because it does not have the characteristics of a 
stable and cohll~rlent social organization within which tribal relations have been and 
are being maintained. 

In the absencE~ ()f evidence of historical communities or of existence of leaders, 
there is consequently no evidence that tribal political influence could have been 
maintained thr,,)ughout the group's history. 

THE LOWER MUSKOGEE CREEK TRIBE SINCE 1972 

Outline Histor)"_~iiJlCe 1972 

The Lower Musk()gee Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc. was formed in 1972. 
(Various tribal clcK:uments frequently also cite it as Lower Creek Muskogee Tribe
East of the Mis!sissippi, Inc.). . In that year its leaders separated from an 
organization known as the Creek Indian Nation East of the Mississippi River. This 
organization, ba.sed at Florala, Alabama, was headed by Arthur Turner. According 
to principal cli1ic~ Neal McCormick and vice-chief Wesley Thomley, the split 
occurred in, 1972: when Turner resigned as chief because of illness. Thomley and 
McCormick refl.lSed to accept as the new chief the person named by Turner and set 
up a separate lorgianization, according to them at the urging of other members of 
the Florala grolup. It is difficult to tell whether substantial numbers of people were 
involved in thl~~ split. The evidence indicates that probably only a few people 
beyond the organi2:ing board of the new group were involved. 

The earliest knc,wn formal organization of Eastern Creeks was begun in 1950 under 
the leadershipl:>f Calvin McGhee, centering on the several communities in Baldwin 
County in southern Alabama usually referred to colJectively as the "Poarch" 
community (Paredles 1981). McGhee pressed the claim of the Eastern Creeks to be 
included in the c1cLims of the Creek Indians before the Indian Claims Commission. 
The formal orga,ni;tation set up in 1950 was known as the IIPerdido Friendly Creek 
Indian Band and ()thers of Alabama and West Florida," thus including the immediate 
"Poarch" community and other Creek descendants in the area. In 1951 the name 
was changed tel t~e "Creek Nation East of the Mississippi." This organization made 
strong efforts l:CI c10mpile a register of individuals who might share in a Creek claim 
and to create ai, wide base of interest and support for Creek claims and for the idea 
that Creeks had survived in the eastern United States (Paredes 1981). 

The group at nOl~ala from which McCormick and Thomley separated may have 
originated as early as 1958, though other statements by the group say people 
"began to COmE'! forward in 1968 (Florala News 1970a, 1970b)." It does not appear to 
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have been directly connected with the group centered at Poarch. In 1969 the 
Florala group held its first pow-wow. It received a State charter in 1970. Also in 
1970, it receiv'ed considerable favorable attention from Dode McIntosh, then 
Principal Chief I:>f the Oklahoma Creeks. McIntosh had as guests at an Oklahoma 
meeting Turner and also Vivian Williamson, George Rodgers and Marcus Trawick, 
all of whom 1at~:~r became members of the LMC. In 1971 the group incorporated 
and received rel:ognition as a tribe from the Alabama state legislature. A 1972 
petition for Fec!(~ral recognition, not its first, was sent on a letterhead showing 
Neal McCormick ias vice-chief, with a Tennessee address (Muskogee Indian Agency 
1972). 

Sometime in 1972 Neal McCormick was chosen as chief of the new group with 
Wesley Thomley a.s vice-chief and chief of the Flor ida Creeks. Documents from 
the following ye,ar or two indicate tha,t it was decided in 1972 to seek land for a 
"reservation" in Ge':>rgia. On January 26, 1973, and February 23, 1973, there were 
set up similar c.:>rp()rations under Florida and Georgia law, each setting up a "Lower 
MUSkogee Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc." The initial boards of directors 
of each consistE!'d of Neal and Peggy McCormick, Wesley Thomley and his wife, and 
Lillis Rodgers and Vivian Williamson (LMC 1979a) of Pensacola. 

Simultaneously with these actions a conference was held between McCormick, 
Thomley, and the: Poarch group of Creeks at Atmore in which McCormick and 
Thomley appear' to have acknowledged the Jeadership of the Creek Nation East of 
the Mississippi whic:h had been-the center of Eastern Creek claims activities since 
1947. At a rTH~eting held February 16, Houston McGhee, chief of the group, 
appointed Neal Mc:Cormick chief "of the Lower Creeks in and for the State of 
Georgia." The document, which was also signed by McCormick, stated that "by this 
appointment he i!; made a chief in the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi," and 
was to "uphold all the statute laws of the Principal Council located at Atmore, 
Alabama." An ide:ntical document appointed Thomley as chief for the State of 
Florida (Creek i"ieLtion East of the Mississippi 1973a). 

According to minutes of the meeting, Neal McCormick stated that they were 
residents of Geclrgia and "had plans for setting up a Creek center in Georgia," but 
he felt any movt:~:rnent they began should first come through a unified movement of all 
Creek Indians.n,\omley expressed similar sentiments. Notes of a meeting the 
previous week :st.ited that the Poarch council had been contacted "by the Florala 
council" and that they were ready to unite under McGhee but wanted to be able to 
organize separatl~ councils for their states. The notes imply that Arthur Turner 
approved of th{~ unity movement, and seem to imply Thomley and McCormick were 
regarded as par'1: ,of the Florala council (Creek Nation East of the Mississippi 1973b). 

There is no offidal record, but the 1973 "unification," according to informants, did 
not last very long. It lapsed because of internal conflicts and competition between 
the different ce'l;tOcils. However, a 1974 amendment to the incorporation papers of 
the Florida cOl"pc'ration included a copy of the document of appointment by 
Houston McGhl:~'e clf Wesley Thomley (LMC 1979a). 

In March 1973, the Governor of Georgia issued a proclamation recognizing the 
Cairo Creeks as cL "tribe of people," with concurrence from the legislature (LMC 
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1979a). Also in March, Wesley Thomley petitioned the Federal Government for 
recognition of th~e Lower Muskogee Creek Nation using his own letterhead. The 
letter indicatt~,s Thomley (1974) considered himself to be working together with 
Neal McCormick. No equivalent letter is on record from McCormick, but there are 
similar requests from him to Congressmen in 1974 (McCormick 1974). The dual 
corporations, iilnd the dual appointments by Houston McGhee, set up a pattern 
followed since then in which the LMC appears sometimes to be a pair of allied 
organizations with Thomley nominally running Florida while also second in 
command to Mc:CC)rmick. In July of 1973, the first pow-wow of the group was held 
in Cairo, Georg,ieL. 

In 1974 the gn)up purchased 102 acres just west of Cairo, Georgia and established 
the Tama "resE!('vation." (Most documents, including the deed, say 102 acres, 
although the petition itself says 60 acres). The location was named after 
Tamallthi, an histor ical Creek town, and it is c,laimed there are Creek archaeo
logical remains em the site (LMC 1979a, 1979b). The second annual pow-wow was 
held on the ne'III/' grounds at Tama in July 1974. Also in that year, the first poi.w
wow of the Flt:>:r.ida group was held in October in Chipley, Florida. Both of these 
events have c'l:mti.nued to be held until the present. The Cairo Chamber of 
Commerce supP';)I!'ted Federal recognition for the LMC (Edenfield 1974). 

The group had cL gr,ant of $8.5,000 from the United Southeastern Tribes organization 
(USET) in 1976, which was used at . <:airo and also in Pensacola by the group under 
Thomley (Seale .l~J7·6a, 19,76c). There was also a $7.5,000 Manpower Training Grant 
in 197.5. In a document submitted to USET in 197.5, the group claimed 3201 enrolled 
members. 

In 1976 a gOVE!mOr'S proclamation and resolutions from the state legislature 
declared the land at Tama as an "Indian reservation (LMC 1979a)." The legal effect 
of this is uncertcLin as the land remained on the county tax rolls and the Georgia 
constitution proh.ibits Indian reservations. In that year very strong efforts were 
made to develc:,I' t.he reservation and provide for a residential population there. 
The LMC recei",~~d a VISTA "minigrant" which provided three volunteers and sought 
to develop a mcL~iter plan to provide reservation housing. The grant also had a 
cultural heritag.~ program. The articles of incorporation of each corporation 
(Georgia and Flclr!da) were amended in 1976 to vastly broaden the specific powers 
and purposes cI1 the corporations. Among the additions were author ity for 
employment tra,ining, services to elders, an Indian housing authority and authority 
to receive gra,nts and receive contracts with the Federal Government for 
employment, w~:Jfalre and a variety of other services, some to be provided to other 
tribes (LMC l'979.a). A separate corporation called Amalgamated Indians 
Debouchment, ~nc:. was also set up by LMC in 1976 for purposes of economic 
development. "his apparently never functioned actively. The VISTA program was 
terminated in 1'9;77 because of conflicts between the volunteers and the 
McCormicks (D.iamrnan 1977b). USET funds were also withdrawn because of a 
dispute over thl~ ruandling of funds from sale of crafts produced under the grant 
(Seale 1976c). 

It was reported tha't there were 17 people resident at Tama in 1976, and in 1977, 30 
people including the' McCormicks (Damman 1977b). Built around this period were a 
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trading post, a I:TIc)ciel traditional village, a house for the McCormicks, and a large 
open platform for dances and the annual pow-wow. 

In March 1977, in part through the efforts of the McCormicks, the Georgia State 
Indian Commiss.il()n was formed. It was set up to specifically include representa
tives of the CrE~~el< and Cherokee Indians of the state. In May 1977, the governor 
designated the LMC as the legal organization of Creeks in Georgia. Neal 
McCormick was appointed to the Commission Board. However, a series of 
conflicts led t';:l the exclusion or withdrawal to the LMC from the Indian 
commission and dle~ withdrawal of the state support from the group. A Georgia law 
had also been P,;:ls:sE~d that year authorizing Indian Housing Authorities (IHA), with 
the Commission having the power to authorize specific ones. This was part of an 
ultimately unsucc:essful attempt to develop an IHA on the reservation. HUD 
rejected the Llv(C application for IHA funds on the grounds there wasn't sufficient 
demand, that thl~ local Cairo area housing authority program could take care of 
the need, and ~~:,alJse the Indian Commission refused to authorize an IHA at Tama 
(Peace 1977). LMC also had nine of 17 CET A slots for Georgia Indians that year 
(Goolrick 1977). Tr,le group had a grant of $94,000 from the Georgia Department of 
Human Resourcli~s in 1977. 

In 1977, a docl.llnented petition for recogmtlon was submitted to the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs f<)Uowed by a request for help in obtaining lands in Carroll County, 
Georgia which had once been granted Chief William McIntosh of the Creeks, from 
whom Neal McCormick. is claimed to descend (LMC 1977a, 1977b). A revised 
petition of the grc1up, written with reference to the acknowledgment regulations 
which became e:ff4~ctive in October 197&, was received in April 1979, with a 
supplement of matE~rials received in August 1979. 

In 1978, the Mc:Colrmicks filed suit seeking possession of lands in Carroll County. 
This suit was dismissed in part on the groUlld that McCormick's descendancy had 
not been provec:l (Goolrick 197&). In 1979 the LMC participated in an EDA grant to 
the Southwest f'l,ol"ida Development Region to study the feasibility of beekeeping 
and other mean$ of economic development of the reservation. A grant has recently 
been received from the Save the Children Federation for playground equipment. 

At the present 1t;,m.4e the resident population on the reservation is a maximum of 2.5, 
not all of whom a,re members of the group. Ten acres of land was purchased in 1980 
near Homosasscll Springs, Florida, for use as a tourist development. 

Political Organ:EE!!:ion 

The current stru<:ture of Jeadership does not correspond with the organization laid 
out in the constitution and bylaws of the group as submitted with the Georgia 
incorporation pCLpe:rs. NeaJ McCormick is the principal chief and Wesley Thomley 
is the vice-chief ,according to recent letterheads and the field data, apparently 
corresponding tC) the president and vice president of the corporation. The bylaws 
specify that the' "(ieorgia chief of the Muskogee-Creek Indian Nation East of the 
Mississippi Riv,er (Neal McCormick or his successor by Muskogee-Creek tradition)" 
shall also autmnatically be elected the president. McCormick has been chief 
continuously sj.nce 1972. Despite the above, McCormick recently referred to 
several possible c)pponents for re-election at the next annual meeting. 
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There was I'l() evidence that Thomley has been re-elected annually as vice-chief as 
the bylaws specify. In practice Thomley appears to have operated semi
autonomously as "chief of the Florida Creeks (a position not specified in the 
bylaws)" as "~'Edl as vice chief of LMC. His center of influence is the Pensacola 
area, and some' "clan" leaders there appear to regard him as their chief while other 
Florida lead,ers refer directly to McCormick. Thomley has evidently recently 
designated t,;vo new "clans" himself (F.D.) (ct. "clan" discussion). 

Under the 'original incorporation papers of the two LMC corporations, Neil 
McCormick '1~'aLS "President-Chief" and Wesley Thomley "subchief" of the Georgia 
corporation, with Peggy McCormick as secretary and treasurer. The Florida 
corporation Ihad Thomley as "chief president" with Lillis Rodgers as first vice
president, Viyian Williamson as second vice-president and assistant secretary and 
Billie Ruth Th()mley as second vice-president., It is not clear whether the Florida 
corporation is presently functioning. 

The bylaws call for a board which has general powers governing the internal 
organization" A 1976 amendment added a large number of specific powers 
(d. p. 5). ThterE~ is an annual business meeting in October and an election meeting 
in March. A :n'ew governing document is currer;ltly under consideration but has not 
been adoptecll. . , 
Despite the c1rg,anization which is described above, according to current descrip
tions the trib,al council is composed of the "clan" leaders, who carry forward the 
concerns of their own separate "clan" councils to quarterly meetings of a "Tri
State CouncH." Neither "clans" nor this form of council are described in the by
laws, which cadI for a board elected at annual meetings. The petition text itself 
refers at one p,oint to monthly council meetings, and elsewhere to quarterly ones of 
the council oJt "dan" leaders. The term ''Tri-State Council" apparently grows out 
of the organji1:ational arrangement set up in 1973 with the Poarch group as a unity 
movement. That is, although no longer affiliated with Poarch in any way, the LMC 
leadership rE~1ers to the continued idea of a council of organizations, from which 
Poarch is viewtec:i as having withdrawn. 

Although thl! ~onstitution and bylaws do not call for such a position recent 
letterheads name three "tribal chairpersons," the "clan" mothers of the 
Tukabatchee "dan" and the Okchai "clan" and the head of the Lovett "clan." No 
explanation <:d their role was given. Peggy McCormick refers to herself as "tribal 
chairman" and states that she is reelected every year. A 1976 letterhead lists her 
with that tith~. The term is evidently meant in the sense of chief executive 
officer. Re~:aLrdless of title, there is little question that she functions in this 
capacity and as the most important single leader in the group. The three 
chairpersons listed are apparently in practice three particularly influential leaders, 
the first allit!d with Thomley and the other two with the McCormicks. 

Analysis 01 (~~C)l1J? Composition 1972 to Present 

There have bf~ten considerable changes in the composition of the LMC since it was 
first formed, with leaders and subgroups leaving the ,group and others joining it. 
Some of the'5,e~ were previous to, later than, or in some instances simultaneous 
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with their affiJliation with LMC, affiliated with other Eastern Creek organizations 
in the area. 1:1\4~s,e substantial changes are in addition to or perhaps reflect the 
great variance:s In composition between the 1977 and 1979 membership rolls and 
the evidence Clf rlecruitment of members (cf. p. 19). The information for this 
analysis was de:veloped from tr mal records and publications, organizational 
documents and newspaper accounts, and by interview. Some of those interviewed 
reflect a general perception of an easy process of loss and gain to the group 
uncharacteristic 'oj: close knit tribal societies. 

The LMC group itself, or at least its main leaders, are acknowledged to have been 
originally part of cLnother organization, the Creeks at Florala and then subordinate 
in the tri-state Creek group headed by the leader of the Poarch community. A 
"Red Bear Clan·,1 is listed within LMC in 1975, with its leader Roscoe Grant 
appointed as "c.lcLn" chief by Thomley in June 1975 and McCormick in September 
1975. This is thl~ same person who led and leads the Creek Confederacy East of the 
Mississippi ancl the Five Civilized Tribes-Muskogee Creek Indian Confederacy, 
centered near TaJlJahassee, which was incorporated in 1973. Grant was also 
appointed agent J:or Florida by Chief Houston McGhee of Poarch in 1974. There is 
substantial over liap in the incorporators of the former group and the Muskogee 
Creek Nation E.clst of the Mississippi at Perry and the Appalachicola group at 
Eastpoint which at times uses this same title. The "Red Bear Clan" in 1976 was 
listed as having I:>ne of the McCormick sons as leader (Wayne County Press 1976), 
and in 1979 as nlnc:c)rporated into the Tama clan (F.D.)." 

- ; 

There is some 4:!'ddence -that the Appalachicola group was also affiliated with LMC 
for a period. ""u~re is one 1979 reference to an "Appalachicola clan (LMC 1979c)," 
and the affida'll'it of the daughter of Arthur Evans, its leader till his death in 1977, 
is included in thf~ petition. She, however, is not currently enrolled and the group is 
not mentioned in current lists. An informant outside the LMC alluded to this group 
as having been "ste,len" from that person's own Creek organization. 

Two other "clans" currently in the LMC are very recent additions. The "Morgan 
clan" is specific:aUy referred to as just having been added by Thomley, and the 
"Lovett clan" which is currently listed by Thomley and McCormick is not 
mentioned befc:lt'e~ 1980 and does not appear on 1979 "clan" lists. Its leader, Rose 
Marie Fox, is rl()t listed on any materials until 1980. The "Tukabatchee clan" 
probably predat1e:;. or is simultaneous in organization with LMC itself and is the 
offshoot of one' Pensacola Creek organization and has produced one offshoot itself, 
neither of whic::h a.re affiliated with LMC (Seale 1976a). Two other "clans," Wind 
and Deer, formerly listed, may now be defunct (see also discussion of "clan" 
system). 

There are alSOI s,ubstantial numbers of individuals listed as leaders or otherwise 
prominent at some: points that are no longer listed and are not enrolJed. A list of 
council memb4'!l"s was published in 1974, all of whom appear to be from the 
immediate Cairo ,area (LMC 1974). Of the 16 persons listed in addition to the 
McCormicks, t"1;'e, ,are deceased and at least five of the remaining 14 are not on the 
current roll and do, not appear in other documentary materials examined. Also not 
currently enroJled or known to be active are Lillis and George Rodgers who were 
active from 191n and 1976, with Lillis Rodgers being one of the original LMC 
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incorporators fl:)r both states. Two individuals listed at times as "micos," are not 
currentlyenrolle,d. This term presently is used for clan leaders, though no clan was 
listed for these. They are Lloyd Grimes, identified as Cherokee (LMC 1974-7), and 
Charles Pafford, who was also the group's representative to the Georgia Indian 
Commission in l'9n (Thomasville Times-Enterprise 1977). Also not enrolled is 
Beatrice Bighorl'l, formerly shown as clan leader of the "Deer" clan, which no 
longer appears tel be active as a separate unit. Four other individuals for whom 
there is some c..lear indication of important roles in the group in previous years are 
not now listed. Perlocco Linton, who was on the Poarch based Creek Nation East 
of the Mississippi. Council in 1973, was evidently affiliated with Wesley Thomley 
later, and then fl)rmed her own group in Pensacola in 1975. This totals 15 
individuals with previously active roles in the group who no longer appear to be 
associated with it, in addition to the leaders of groups no longer affiliated. 

One important l,!,ader, Vivian Williamson (1975), appears to have had an organiza
tion of her o\llm between about 1973 and 1975. She was one of the original 
incorporators elf the LMC corporations and is currently "clan" mother of the 
Tukabatchee clan. The LMC affiliation here appears to be simultaneous with her 
own organization. 

A major organizati.onal feature of .the LMC, as noted above, is the "clan" system. 
"Clans" are descdbed by the group as being family groups, usually within a specific 
geographical af'E!cl. Their functions are not clearly defined, but the field data 
descriptions and limited written material indicate they are largely social. The 
standard description is that they have councils and that their chiefs are "selected 
by the board and lelected by the people." Their role in the political system has been 
discussed separatl!ly (cf. p. 6). They have no connection and littie resemblance to 
traditional clans ,of the Creeks, which were large, corporate groups, not localized 
territorially and which were made up of a large number of related family groups 
rather than a single family group. It is difficult to fully evaluate the "clans" 
because no sepalra,tl! membership listings were available for them. 

A detailed desc1l".lption of each one is presented below which will indicate that they 
are in fact qui'l:l~ diverse in character and only some of them fit the description 
above. In prac1:ice they seem to be convenient designations for different kinds of 
segments of th.,! LMC, which are not necessarily equivalent. It was impossible to 
determine how many people a ''mico'' or leader actually represents and how 
committed they are to the organization. A number of "clans" have only recently 
been added, wh.iiJe~ at least one has been lost and two others seem to have become 
inactive or defunct and "combined with other "clans," indicating they are at the 
least not stable ,groupings. Two "clans," the Tukabatchee and Eagle seem to have 
originated as and t,o largely function as dance groups. One "clan," the Appalachee, 
has only a handful of enrolJed members listed in its area. It is apparently possible 
to change clans, r'egardless of family, if a member moves, though at least one clan 
is geographicall~ dispersed. 

Despite the implic,ation in the petition that the "clans" are historically continuous 
with traditional Creek clans, they appear to be an organizational innovation which 
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appeared after L,MC was organized. There is no reference to "clans," or to their 
role in the curn!nt council in the 1973 bylaws. The first mention of a "clan" that 
was discovered is a reference in 1975 to the "Red Bear Clan." "Clans" probably 
become a major IDI'ganizational feature in 1976. An organizational diagram of the 
tribe submittec:l to VISTA in 1976 shows a reference to "the six clans (LMC 1976)." 
The Amalgama.te·d Indians Debouchment, Inc. (1976) was to be a consortium of 
"clans" and othel' Indian organizations. This compares to the petition statements 
which list 13. At least two "clans," the Tukabatchee and Eagle, apparently predate 
the organizatic:n o,f LMC. The composite list below based on all the information 
available, yieJds a total of 19 "clans," three which are inactive or combined with 
others and tWOI which are no longer part of the group (LMC 1974-7, 1979a, 1979b, 

. F.D.). 

Information on IC~cLdership and geographical coverage was provided in the petition 
and LMC documen'ts (LMC 1974-7, 1975, 1976, Thomley 1980) and newspaper articles 
(Seale 1976a) and by group members and has not all been verified. 

Okchia 

Centered around Chipley, Florida. "Clan" leader Bryant Thurman. "Clan" mother 
MoUie ShumakE~:[" sister of Bryant TIlurman and a tr ibal chairperson. A 1977 article 
(LMC) says it WclS formed "a few years ago" and covers Holmes, Washington and 
Jackson countic'!s •. 

Yuchi 

Centered at Ve:mon, Florida, which is near Chipley. Clan leader is Ray Nelson who 
until this year ',\las vice-chief of the Okchia clan. Nelson claims Yuchi Creek 
Indian descent and says the new "clan" was set up on Wesley Thomley's authority 
because of dis,c:cmtent with the Okchia "clan". He apparently recruited new 
members and c.laims a membership of 75 to 150 (F.D.). 

Econfina 

Centered at Pcma.ma City, Florida, Bay to Jackson County area. Formed by 
current clan le'ld'er Larry Johnson after his return to this area from Troy, Alabama 
(see Eufaula clan).. Johnson joined LMC after seeing the McCormicks in a parade 
and did not pre'~ij:)usly know them. "Clan" mother Grace Head is married to one of 
Johnson's relatji\'c~s. This "clan" is oriented toward the McCormicks. 

Eufaula 

Centered at Tre,)', Alabama. Originally founded and led by Larry Johnson, as early 
as 1976, (Eufaula Tribune 1976). According to informants it dissolved after Johnson 
moved back to Panama City but has recently been revived under Tommy Davenport 
who is currently listed as "clan" leader. Davenport is not on the current roUt (cf. 
also Woodell). 
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Wind 

Centered at Walton County, Florida. "Clan" leader Wilma McCormick. Some 
individuals had not heard of this "clan" and it does not appear to presently be 
active. 

Woodell 

This is a family group located in Louisiana, with 68 members. "Clan" mother is 
Beatrice Sandifer. There is some indication it is considered part of the Eufaula 
"clan". 

T ukaba tcheE'~ 

Located in Pe:nsacola. Clan leader is Joe McGhee, dan mother is Vivian 
WilJiamson, wirl() is also a tribal chairperson. This group is referred to as being "Joe 
McGhee's h.mily." The McGhee's are from the Poarch community and still have 
strong social tjE~S with it. The Tukabatchees were founded as part of a dance group 
in the early 1 '9i'O's by an Indian history professor from a local colJege as a cultural 
heritage activ'ity. The Tukabatchees split off from the original dance group, the 
Coweta clan (no connection with, the current LMC "clan") and later a group called 
Coosawatie':s split off from ..them (Seale 1977a). Neither the Coosawatie nor the 
Coweta are pal~t of I:.MC. This group appears to predate the formation of LMC. 
The dance grolup is still very active and appears to be a primary clan function. It 
presently inc::lucles a number of non-Creek descendants (F. D.). 

Eagle 

Located in F'e~nsacola. Like the Tukabatchees, this has a dance group, the Flying 
Eagle DancE'~I"~i, as a focus, and also probably predates the formation of LMC. The 
clan's leader is Marcus Trawick. "Clan" mother is Gladys Trawick. One source 
referred to .It as "the Trawick family." This family is also from the southern 
Alabama counties. 

Wolf 

Located in .Pensacola. "Clan" leader is Willis Morgan. This "clan" was added this 
year by Weslt~:y Thomley and is said to consist of Willis Morgan's immediate family. 

Hawk and T,i:ln'lcL 

These "clan::," are currently listed as being combined. In 1979, Hawk was listed as 
being centel"C~d in Macon and Tama at Cairo. Tommy McCormick, son of Peggy and 
Neal, is listeclas "clan" leader. This "clan" is said to function as the "host clan." 
Composition is unknown. 

Beaver 

Centered' around Americus, Georgia. "Clan" leader is Felton Roberts. The Deer 
"clan" is said tel be combined now with this one. 
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Deer 

This "clan" is li:stled from 1976 to 1979, with Beatrice Bighorn as leader, and is located 
in Lake Blackshe~r, Georgia. According to Peggy McCormick there are now very 
few Deers. BightJrn is not currently enrolled. 

Coweta 

Centered around Columbus Georgia, but is said by the leader to consist of his 
relatives, who ilI·e' scattered throughout the Southeast. "Clan" leader is Don~ld 
Walker. This appears to be a "clan" added after 1978. 

Lovett 

This consists 011 the Lovett family and is evidently centered around Jacksonville, 
Florida. "Clan"' le,ader is Rose Fox, who is also a recently added tribal chairperson. 
This appears tel be a "clan" added very recently, as it does not appear in the 
petition nor on Cl list provided by the McCormicks in 1979. 

Appalachia (Appal,ichee) or Bird 

The leader is Bill Webster in Orlando, who has been active in the LMC for a fairly 
long time. There is only a, handful q~ enrolled members in that area of Florida. 

Alligator 

Located around !:-i,iwkinsviUe, Georgia. The leader, John Owens, died recently and 
no new leader hcLS been elected. Owens was active in the group for a fairly long 
time. 

Red Bear 

This "clan" unde:r lRoscoe Grant, is the earliest one listed, being mentioned in 1975. 
This appears tl::') be the same as the Creek Confederacy Eas t of the MissiSSippi 
which simultane~,u.sly functioned as a separate group but which was at times allied 
with LMC (see ciilsl:ussion on p. 6). The "clan" was later listed as headed by one of 
the McCormid< sons and in 1979 was stated to have "incorporated in the Tama 
clan." Grant split with LMC, probably in 1976. 

Appalachicola 

There is some II~viclence that this group was allied for a time with LMC. It appears 
to be the same~' cLS the Lower Creek Muskogee Tribe-East of the MiSSissippi, Inc., 
located at Ea~iitpo,int, Florida, which is led now by John Evans and formerly by 
Arthur Evans, who died in 1977. It is not listed with LMC any later than 1977 (see 
also p. 8). 
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Membership 

The roll submjl1:ted with the petition contains approximately 1041 names. However, 
according to the~ McCormicks they have since enrolled 700 additional people, many 
of them chiJdr,en of existing members. In 1975 the group stated that it had 3201 
enrolled members. A roU with 1386 names was submitted with the first docu
mented petition in 1977. Many of the names on it, including members of the 
McCormick fa.rnily, are not on the current roll, and many on the current roll are 
not on the 19/7 rl:)ll. Altogether only 28% of the 1977 roll is also on the 1978 roU, 
and only 37% oJ those Jisted in 1978 were listed in 1977. According to the petition, 
some from "e.arlier rolls" who were left off this one "had passed away, some of 
them were acddE~ntly left off and some didn't want their names on any list that 
went to the g(),(lemment (LMC 1979b)." As discussed elsewhere, however, a number 
of people ear He:r listed as leaders are not on the current roll. 

Membership rE~:q1Jirements are nowhere clearly stated. The by-laws define a voting 
member as "any person registered on the Muskogee-Creek Roll East of the 
Mississippi," w'ho is twelve or older. Which roU is referred to could not be 
determined. Walker's (1977) data and field data indicate that the only requirement 
is Creek descent, with no specification of blood degree or derivation from 
particular his1:Clric:al Creek subgroups. Genealogical verification, carried out by 
Peggy McCormick at the office at Cairo, is an apparent requirement. 

The LMC has .gained member~ ~y ~ecruiting them from the general public at a 
number of poin'ts in its history, as distinct from enrolling individuals who were 
socially part cl,j a group but not formally enrolJed. By recruitment is meant that 
they have SOU.I~ht to gain as members individuals who believe themselves to be of 
Creek Indian c:lesc:ent essentially on an individual basis rather than as members of 
particular communities. Creek descendants are specificaUy sought, although in 
some cases thole individuals who have come forward to have their heritage traced 
may not have known they were from a specific tr ibe or even been sure they had any 
Indian ancestry (c:f. also TeeI1976). 

Such recruitml!~nt is not unusual in the context of Eastern Creek affairs and against 
the background ()f numerous Eastern Creek descendants who have sought to be paid 
under Docket:!; 21 and 27.5 before the Indian Claims Commission. Usts of 
descendants we~re being compiled probably as early as 1947 by Calvin McGhee's 
group and othE~:rs;, and genealogical work was undertaken to trace descendancy from 
a Creek anceS11:0I". The Creek group at Florala recruited members in this fashion in 
1971, before 1:hE~ LMC split off from it. In 1973, at the first pow-wow of LMC, 
there was a bc:)I)th at which people of Creek ancestry were invited to register to 
help establish an :Indian roU (LMC 1973). In a 1974 brochure and in the 1977 Florida 
pow-wow proglram (LMC 1977), people were invited to come forward and ask Neal 
McCormick or Mc)11ie Shumaker how to trace their Indian heritage. A newspaper 
announcing oPP,:)rtunities through the tribe under their Manpower training program 
stated that "if you do not need job training but would like to sign up as a 
descendant of the American Indian" to write to the LMC (Cairo Messenger 1975?). 
In 1976, the sta.tement of goals and objectives of the LMC VISTA program included 
that of increc:!silng membership by 1000 people, by membership research, and 
indicated this wa:s on-going (LMC 1976). Finally, the 1980 minutes of one of the 
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"clans" indicate that recruitment of new members is a goal and an on-going 
activity (LMC 151,'9-80). 

Recruitment a:s it is meant here is a common means of forming Indian service 
organizations, 'out is not consistent with the claim of LMC to have maintained 
tribal relations c()rItinuously throughout their history. 

The above conc:lusi.ons are independent of the validity of the claim of those joining 
the group to be of Creek ancestry. Many members have been unable to prove this 
(see genealogic::aJi report). At least some individuals interviewed indicated that 
they and some ()1thers had not known they had Indian ancestry at all, or only that 
they had some undefined Indian ancestry, before becoming associated with the 
group (F.D.). It was not determined how many such individuals there were. One 
former "mico" i~i indicated to be of Cherokee rather than Creek ancestry. 

THE LOWER MUSKOGEE CREEK BEFORE 1972 

The basic posi1:ion taken by the petition concerning the historical existence of the 
group between the~ time of Creek removal and its organization in 1972 is that it 
grew out of Crelek communities which remained in western Florida, southern 
Alabama and southern Georgia after the removal of the Creek Nation. These 
communities are said to have survived clandestinely by hiding their identity as 
Indian, e.g., claliming to be "Black Dutchlt or similar, and operating under the cover 
of family gathE:~ri.ngs and churcbes.· Essentially no information was developed which 
could confirm this position with regard to members of this group. 

No specific hist()ry consequently can be provided for the interval between the 
1830's and 1972. The proposition that communities survived has been examined in 
this report in a variety of ways. These include: an analysis of the historical 
movements of :Earnily lines in the group, a review of the formative history and 
character of "the group, an analysis of records provided concerning one such 
potential histolr ie group, and a general examination of the degree of survival of 
Indian identity among Eastern Creeks. A search was also made in anthropological 
and historical SC)Uf'ces on Creeks and on post-Removal survival of Indian groups in 
the East. 

Creeks in the Rlemoval Era 

The removal o:IE the Creek Nation to Oklahoma began around 1836 and by 1840 most 
of the Creeks had been removed from Georgia, Alabama and western Florida, 
ending a long pE~riod of conflict beginning in the early 1700's. Creeks had spread 
into what is nc:)w' western Florida beginning in the middle 1750's and their number 
there were gre~atly augmented after the anti-American "Red Stick" Rebellion was 
crushed in 181 L~, when numerous Creeks took refuge in Flor ida. Some of these, 
moving east al1d southward, were evolving into the Seminoles. Located in south 
Florida after U,35, outside the areas in question here, approximately 500 Seminoles 
remained in tht~ state in 1842. A Florida reservation set up under an 1823 treaty 
near Appalachic,ola was abandoned after the second Seminole war of 1835 and did 
not survive thE:~ removal (Sturtevant 1971). 
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Despite the RE~moval, some Creek Indians or individuals of part Creek Indian blood 
did remain in. the East. Approximately two dozen "Friendly Creeks," who had 
sided with th,! United States in the conflict with the Creek Nation, were given 
individual allt:)'trnents, before 1825, under the Treaty of Fort Jackson. Most of 
these were in southern Alabama and were granted to mixed-bloods and "Indian 
countrymen" rniarried to Creek women (Paredes 1981). Additional individuals 
received lane:! Linder a later act, in 1837. A few Indians remained in Pensacola after 
1840, aU fro,rnfamilies of Indian women married to Spanish men. According to 
Dysart (1980a), there were reports through the 1840's of Indians remaining in the 
swamps, but 11'0 reports after 1850. Indian depredations were reported in Walton 
County in the c,!ntral panhandle of Florida in 1844 (State of Florida). An 1852 
Florida act dedaring it to be illegal to be an Indian in Florida and mandating 
removal exc:ludl!d "Indians and halfbreeds residing among the whites." The 
population tt~:s has reference to is not clear., It is not inconceivable that other 
individuals wE:r'e abJe to remain in the areas covered by the current lMC group. 
According tC) Dysart (1980a), no evidence could be found for the post-Re~ovaJ 
return of Crel~lk~; to the South from Oklahoma. No reports of survival of bands of 
Creeks were found in the research for this report. 

Review of Published Sources 

A careful b\,l't not exhaustive e)iamination of published historical and anthropo
logical sourCles produced no specific references to this group before 1972. There 
are no refere,nces to them in standard bibliographies (e.g. Murdock 1975, Green 
1980) or in standard historical works on the Creeks (Foreman 1932). No information 
was found in thiose local county histories and histories of church organizations in 
Florida and Ge:orgia which were examined. An historian familiar with the local 
history of the S4)uthern Georgia counties did not know of any references in local 
records or otherwise to Indians in that area after 1850. 

Beale (1957) Jlist5, a group of 60 "Dominickers" in Holmes County, Florida. The term 
is a derogatol:Y cIne for persons of mixed but unknown background. Berry (1963) also 
indicates an indican or mixed group in that area and also a group which appears to 
correspond "'lith reports of "Melungeons" at Blountstown in Calhoun County. 
Sturtevant ar,eI. Stanley (1976) list these, apparently foHowing Berry and Beale. 
Neither Berry nc)r Beale give any details, nor, consequently, evidence to link these 
to the Creeks. Gilbert (1948) has no corresponding listing for Florida and none of 
these sources, list any Indian groups, let alone Creeks, in relevant areas of Georgia. 
All of them .Ilist the "Poarch" group. No references to the lMC were found in the 
works or pap'er:s of Frank Speck, the leading anthropological investigator of 
remnant easte:rn groups between 1900 and 1940, although the latter is known to have 
visited and r~~I;>ol·ted on the Creek group at Poarch (Speck 1947). In summary, the 
major S40urces con remnant eastern Indian groups do not Jist any Creek groups in the 
area for lMC, a~lthough there is one listing for Holmes County that suggests the 
survival of SClrne kind of Indian identity in that area. 

Analysis of H!!:tcX'icaJ Movement of Families 

To provide an hi:;torical measure which would support or deny the basic idea of the 
historical existence of Indian communities out of which the LMC is derived, a study 
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was made of tl11e .location of each family line from as early a date in the 19th 
century as poss.lMe until the present. Each of 19 family lines, based on the 
genealogical study, was taken as a unit. These represented over 9396 of the current 
enrollment. Thle Jlocation of the line and each major branch if separate was mapped 
onto a single lricLP, indicating in as much detail as possible where it had been 
located and for what periods. Data was obtained from the genealogical materials 
accompany ing th,e petition. This measure was used because of the absence of 
historical documentation of the existence of these communities and the absence of 
identifica tion in CEmsus and other records as Indian. It was possible to show frort'l 
this the geographical distribution and movement of each line as a general pattern 
and what degre,e ()f association these lines had with each other historically, and 
thus to evalua1l:f~ the claim that the communities had many ties and there was 
frequent visiting. For the sake of the analysis, most of the claimed genealogical 
connections we~re~ assumed to be correct, although not all could be proven (see 
genealogical re~p()rt). U they are incorrect, this would probably further weaken 
evidence of associcLtion between families. 

The resultant pattern of locations and movements of the families do not at all 
support contentions in the petition. They support, with the exception of one 
location, the C:Clnclusion that each of the lines was derived from different 
communities and had historically moved to different communities than the others, 
i.e., they had not been associated with each other or lived in the same towns until 
relatively recently. The overall p~cture, with the exception of one region, is of a 
random collection of family lines 'with little or no history of social contact and 
therefore SUpP()'~'ts the documentary finding that no Indian communities existed in 
any of these ar"eas!. with the one exception, throughout this period. 

The 19 family lines derive from 14 different locations in Georgia, Alabama and 
Florida, coverilng an area at least 400 miles square. Seven Alabama lines do 
originate close ·t() each other, comprising four from Monroe, two from Baldwin and 
one from Escambiia county, which are adjacent to each other. Three of these seven 
lines, however l, have no current members in these areas. This is an area where a 
number of farrH)u~i mixed-blood Friendly Creek families settled and were granted 
land and for which the existence of at least a concentration of Creek descendant 
families is well. documented. It is also the area from which the movements for 
Eastern Creek c1!ims was generated. The other 12 lines represent 11 widely 
scattered 10ca'ltic,ns of origin, i.e., only two coincide, and these later became widely 
separated. 

According to the petition, many Creeks were allowed to remain in the Grady 
County (Cairo) aLl"lea of southern Georgia during removal because of their help to 
the whites. HClwE~ver, of the family lines currently in the area around Cairo, four 
or five arrived aHer 1900 and from distant areas. Two others arrived after 1880. 
The only line ,;)riginating there, which could only be positively dated back to 1875, 
left the area in 1911 and is located several hundred miles away. Thus, the 
concentration c):( members in southern Georgia is of people who are of diverse 
origins and ar'e relatively recent arrivals. This is consistent with the conclusion 
that the concerltration is a result of recruitment in a specific area. 
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The Pensacola (E~;cambia County, Florida) area is similarly an area where the LMC 
members are re,leltively recent arrivals, i.e., mostly after 1920. However, these 
areas all deriv·edi from the cluster of families in southern Alabama, which is 
immediately adjclce~nt to Escambia County, Florida. 

Despite numerous petition references to Florida settlements, only one line had any 
lengthy history in 'the central panhandle (Washington, Walton Counties, etc.) with 
two others that settled later in Florida originating in relatively adjacent areas of 
southern Alabama. 

Of the 19 lines, [i.ve showed especiaUy wide travel. Three originated beyond a 1.50 
mile radius of tlll~ c:ommon point between the three states, which is the geographic 
center of the arE~cl mapped. These three do not move in until after 1900. A fourth 
group originatec:l elt the fringe in 1832 and was located in Louisiana after 1882. A 
fifth line is the onl~ which originates in southern Georgia in 187.5 but is located in 
southern centra.!. Flc)r ida in the JacksonviUe area cUter 1911. 

Supporting the':onclusion that these were unconnected families not derived from 
communities is that, for many of the family lines, there are no current members 
listed for the an~elS they "originated" from in terms of the study, as would be 
expected if thE!)' simply represented individuals migrating outward from a 
continuing communIty. Again, the southwestern Alabama area is an exception. 

Also supporting the conclusion 'these are unconnected families is the almost total 
absence of inte~rrnllrriage between or within family lines or with other Creeks. 
There are only ,i~ handful of intermarriages, a few no later than the mid-1850's in 
southwestern A,labclma, and a few in the past .50 years. This again assumes all 
claimed genealc,'~~ica1 connections could be proved. Affidavits and other petition 
materials portrcilY frequent visiting and maintaining of contact, in which a covert 
Indian society is, mclintained. It is specifically claimed at one point that arranging 
marriages was CIirIE~ purpose of these meetings. It is very unlikely that some degree 
of intermarriag.:~ would not occur given the social patterns described. It can be 
shown that it doe!) occur elsewhere among similar groups in situations where 
intensive social intleraction occurs among communities which keep themselves or 
are kept somewhat separate from the larger society. 

Holmes Valley aJl~~- Semjrah Springs 

The petition at't.~rnpts to support the proposition of survival through Indian 
churches by presenting materials on two churches, the Holmes Valley Church in 
Walton, Florida,. lind the Freewill Baptist Church at Semirah Springs in Monroe 
County, Alabamcl. Neither of these appear to be valid and in any case do not 
represent more than a small fraction of the membership. 

For the Holmes VaUey Church, a copy of the church record and a family diary 
purporting to bE:~ that of a family associated with the church were provided. The 
church records run from 1846 to 1966 and the diary from 1840 to 1971. The 
petition text as::;,e:rts that the diary and the church records have the same names 
and that these can be separately identified as Creeks. The text for the diary is 
more or less consistent with the view of Creek survival presented in the affidavits 
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discussed else',lIhiere, but is considerably more detailed. Only one or two names in 
the two documE~rlts corresponded for the period up to 1865. The materials available 
were not suffidtent to verify or disprove links between names in the church record 
and current mf~mbers of the group. The petition text claims that census, civil 
records, newspa,pers and the like show these names repeatedly, but no such 
material was :!)IJlbrnitted. A local history which refers extensively to the church 
makes no men't.icm of Indians in connection with it in any era, although it includes a 
section on Indi,an history in the area (Carswell 1969). 

F()r the Semil"CLh Springs Church and community, an informal written history, a 
deed from an a.ncestor donating the church land, and several affidavits were 
submitted. ThE~se included affidavits from Vivian Williamson and Wesley Thomley, 
both LMC lealclE~rs (LMC 1979b). The community and the church, from these 
materials, wOl.lJdlappear to be predominantly derived from John Semoice, one of 
the Friendly C::I'E~e:ks who remained in the southern Alabama area. A number of 
family membe:'f's who are LMC members do ~tHl reside in this area although 
Thomley and Wil.lii3.mson have resided in Pensacola for many years. This is an area 
and a family li,nc~ in which knowledge of Indian ancestry almost certainly survived, 
and perhaps India.n identity as well. However, there was simply insufficient 
information to o,oc:ument that a community existed there continuously historically, 
and that it reg,a.rd,ed itself as Indian historically, especially before the church was 
organized in 189'0. It also could not be determined that it continues to function 
today, that it was exclusively Indian, and that it was other than a fairly small 
family group. It would in any case represent only a small fraction of the LMC 
membership. -

Survival of Jndj~!!aldentity 

Only fragmen1::m'y evidence was developed concerning retention of identity as 
Indian and identtiHcation as Indian among Creek Indian descendants in general 
remaining in the South in the per iod after the Removal. There is sufficient 
evidence of re't'ention of knowledge of Indian ancestry and in some cases identifi
cation by self ,3.nc:f others as Indian to make this aspect of the petition at least 
initially credibh~" 

The strongest '~vidence is for southern Alabama, among the descendants of the 
Friendly Creeli: f~mi1ies who received allotments. Some of these descendants are 
included in thE~ J:..MC, but the majority are not. Some 7000 Eastern Creek 
descendants, la,rg,ely derived from these families, were paid under Docket 21 of the 
Indian Claims Ccm1mission. A major segment of such descendants are included in 
the Poarch Cre:f~l< Community which is also petitioning for Federal recognition and 
possibly in othe:r Eastern Creek organizations. 

Some of the A.labama families, such as the Weatherford and Manac descendants, 
include rather prominent families in these areas in the later 19th century. There 
are a few record~i identifying some individuals in these areas as Indian in the latter 
part of the 19th century. Several hundred individuals identified themselves as 
Creek in 1906 in a.pplying mistakenly for money under an Eastern Cherokee claim 
(Miller 1909). ThE~se again were largely from individuals in the southern Alabama 
area or from ili1dh'iduals in Florida derived from that area. A similar pattern was 
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feund for indiyiduals identifying themselves as Indian in Selective Service records 
for World War I. Taken together this is reasonably strong evidence of survival of 
either Indian identity or knowledge of Indian descent in these areas. The Jack of 
evidence from other areas does not conclusively indicate such did not survive 
there, since dliffE:rences in conditions could have precluded such open identifi
cations as Ind~:u1. 

OraJ History 

Lack of identHkation of individuals as Indian does not necessarily preclude ,the 
idea, espoused in the oral history, that others hid their identity to avoid 
discrimination". Part of the discrimination to be avoided was apparently that of 
being mistaken for black by virtue of having dark skin. In the absence of 
corroborating nliaterial, it is impossible to determine whether family knowledge of 
ancestry or possIble ancestry as Indian has not b~en later reinterpreted on the part 
of many as identity as Indian. (See also discussion of recruitment, p. 13). 

A similar prc:.bAem exists in interpreting oral history descr iptions of family 
gatherings and c:hurches as "undercover" vehicles for the maintenance of an Indian 
society. Und01lJbt4~dly family gatherings and churches were major social centers for 
these people, btlt there was no evidence that these were Indian affairs, since the 
descriptions arE! not distinguishable from that of the rural non-Indian population of 
the time. The~ churches would presumably have had to have been exclusively Indian 
to preserve secrt:!<:y, but no eviOence of the existence of such was presented. Given 
the almost unive:rsal intermarriage with people evidently not Indians, it is similarly 
questionable that family gatherings could have served as a secret vehicle of Indian 
organization. 

Oral history C:II!~;c:riptions of folk cures and people other than doctors as curers, 
methods and :~;.lgns for planting crops, the making of furniture and other social 
customs are pre:s,ented as examples of Indian culture. Again, there is no evident 
distinction from the rural southern culture of the time. Reports of the survival of 
the Creek langu.age among the grandparents of group members could not be 
verified and thf~lrE: was no suggestion anybody at all speaks any today. 
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GENEALO::;ICAL REPORT ON THE LOWER MUSKOGEE CREEK TRmE
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI, INC. (Cairo, Georgia) 

The Lower Muslwgee Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc., of Cairo, Georgia, 
initially submittE~d a petition for Federal acknowledgment in July, 1977 prior to 
publication of the final regulations (LMC 1977a). This petition was subsequently 
revised and resLlbmitted under the new regulations on April 9, 1979 (LMC 1978a). 
Supplementary inf~)rmation was delivered on August 7 to strengthen problem areas 
which had been noted by the staff during a preliminary review of the petition for 
obvious deficie.ndes and significant omissions. The year's active consideration 
period, which b~~I~cLn on September 4, 1979, was extended for six months due to 
circumstances bl! yond staff control. 

Research on thl!~ pE~tition was designed to determine whether members of the group 
could establish bHHan ancestry; to determine whether the members met the group's 
own membership criteria; and to corroborate genealogical information provided by 
the group using Federal, state and local records, and recognized published sources. 
In addition to r'E~!iearch conducted in the Washington, D.C., area, field trips were 
made to the g:rc)up's headquarters in Cairo, Georgia, and to repositories and 
agencies in the States of Georgia, Florida, and Oklahoma. 

For the purpos,e of this report, the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe-East of the 
Mississippi, Inc.~, will be referre_d td as "LMC." 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The LMC did submit a constitution and by-laws which contained the group's 
membership sta1:E~ment, as required by section 54.7(d) of the Acknowledgment 
regulations. This statement did not, however, specify requirements for inclusion on 
the membership J.ist or explain how Indian ancestry was to be determined. 

The group complied with that portion of section 54.7(e) which requires submission 
of a list of all known current members and copies of each available former list. 
The two lists submitted, which were prepared in 1977 and 1978, are remarkably 
dissimilar and inclic.!te an apparent instability in the group's membership. 

Further, the peti t.ioner did not conclusively establish the Indian ancestry of most of 
the LMC members, as required by 54.7(e) of the regulations. While a few members 
of the group app,e,ar to descend from established Creek ancestors, the majority of 
the group has bE~n unable to definitively document their Indian ancestry. An 
undetermined number of members could probably document their Indian ancestry 
with additional r'E~siearch in order to share as individuals in Creek judgment awards. 
Based on evidence Clvailable, however, it appears unlikely that even with additional 
research, the LMC could qualify for Acknowledgment purposes as anything other 
than an historiccldly unrelated collection of Creek descendants. 

The membership of the LMC was found to be composed principally of persons who 
are not membeni elf any other North American Indian tribes and, therefore, the 
LMC meets sectkm 54.7(f) of the regulations. 

Research reJativE~ tl) section 54.7(g) indicates the LMC is not, nor are its members, 
the subject of cClngressionaJ legislatio/J which has expressly terminated or forbidden 
the Federal rela'l:;.cmship. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Charts 

Family tree charts were developed to illustrate how individual members descended 
from the claiml~d Indian ancestors. Though some members claimed to descend 
from more than t)Jn~~ Indian ancestor, the ancestor used by the staff as the basis for 
the family tree WeiS the one identified by the group's leadership. This provided the 
LMC an opportlmilty to specify the ancestors whom they felt they could document 
descent from mo:;;t :successfully. 

The determinathm of which lines would be charted by the staff was based on the 
apparent number of members who were included in the line. The family lines 
having the most rm~mbers were the ones charted first. When large lines could no 
longer be identifie:d, an effort was made to insure that the lines of group and "clan" 
leaders were charted. 

Eighteen family "tree charts were developed, accounting for 969 (93%) of the 
group's 1,041 mE::rnbers. The table which follows lists fifteen of the eighteen family 
tree charts prepcLred and shows the distr ibution of 941 of the group's current 
members among, tht~se lines. (Note that the last entry in the table includes two 
ancestors which brIngs the total in the table to fifteen.) Three additional family 
lines (totaling ~m members) were also charted, but since each had less than 20 
members they we:re not included in this table. 

Distr ibution 'of Current Membership 
among Charted Family Lines 

> 

Indian Ance:s,tt:>r of 
Charted F'i~!!'i1y Line 

No. of Members 
who claim descent 

Semoice, :John 
Walker, Jesse 
Lovett, Jamles 
Kirkland, NlcLrY 
Robeson, :J()hn 
James, Ed"li/o'cLrd 
Moniac, ScUlli 
McGhee, l .. ynn 
Coon, Jade 
Brown, Tom 
Miller, WillHilm 
Weatherford, John 
Freeman, WilHam 
Mcintosh, JaLlle (9) and Taylor, Richard (2.5) 

185* 
88 
84 
72 
71 
70 
67* 
62* 
55 
55 
36 
35 
27 
34 

941 

* Family Une includes members who shared in, or descend from persons 
who shal~,ed in, Indian Claims Commission docket 21. 

Note: l1"irE!e charted lines, totaling 28 members, have been omitted 

from this table. 
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In addition to family tree charts, some individual family charts were 
also prepare'd in an effort to bring together on one form information 
from a var iety o:f sources. 

The Genealog!£al Selection Process 

Documentation of the LMC petition was handled in accordance with an 
August 30, 151751, policy letter (Mills 1979) which modified the procedure 
for handling the genealogical portion of petitions. These modifications 
were instituted to facilitate the submission and processing of petitions 
and to reli,eve the burden of providing genealogical documentation for 
every member of the tribe. 

The petitione!r was instructed not to send genealogical documentation 
(birth certificc:L~tE~s, marriage certificates, and llke mater ials). Following a review of the 
group's stated membership criteria, their present membership list, and their 
genealogical <::h':I.['ts, a field trip was made by the staff genealogist to the Tama 
Reservation (headquarters for the LMC). Two days were spent reviewing docu
mentation availabJe in the files on specific individuals who had been preselected by 
the staff gene.dogis t. 

In each case, individuals for whom documentary evidence was requested represent
ed a primary (IC' core family on the family tree chart. These individuals were 
specifically chos4en because it wa.s anticipated that documentation would be 
available to cal~r)' information l)n tHe family line further back in time. When the 
specific document requested was not availabJe for one reason or another, other 
documents were substituted. Documents specified initially were those of the 
greatest evidentiary value and substitutes were generally of lesser value. 

For each famIly line charted, the petitioner was asked to identify the source 
document (refe!r t() page 9) on which the original Indian ancestor was named. 

Though an effort was made to include at least a few lines of the group's leaders, 
the primary emphasis was on verifying the family lines of the majority of the 
members in thE" most effective and reasonable manner. 

Genealogical Sc:~~~ 

Genealogical data was obtained from many sources for comparison and validation. 
The following is cL l~artialllst of the sources used (order is not significant): 

• Membeil~:ship roll of the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe-East of the 
Mississippi, Inc., dated December 10, 1978, provided by the petitioner 
(LMC 197'8b); 

• Genealc:lgical charts showing the ancestry and relations of individual 
members, provided by the petitioner (LMC 1978c); 

• Federal population census schedules, 1850 through 1900, National 
Archives and Records Service (NARS), Washington, D. C. (Census 
1850-1Si'()O); 
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• World War I draft registration records, NARS Federal Archives and 
Records Cc:!nter, East Point, Georgia (WWI 1917-8); 

• Vital re~c:()rds certificates (birth, death, marriage), petitioner's files, 
Tama Re~servation, Cairo, Georgia; 

• Bible rll~colrds and other personal papers, petitioner's files, Tama 
Reservaltion; 

• Files of n~jected applications for the Eastern Cherokee jUdgment 
awarded in 1910, Guion Miller Commission, NARS D.C. (Miller 1906); 

• Indian Picoeer History (interview transcripts), Grant Foreman Collec
tion, Indij:lrl Archives Division, Oklahoma Historical Society (OHS), 
Oklahoma City (Indian Pioneer 1937-8); 

• IndividuaJ ,applications filed and evidence submitted in support of 
claims to share in judgment awards under Indian Claims Commission 
docket 21, Creek Nation of Indians (BIA 1968); 

• Individual iippeals arising from above claims filed under docket 21, 
Creek f'\,latil:m of Indians (BIA 1969-1977); 

. , 
• Applications and evidence submitted in support of individual claims 

to sharc:~~ in judgment awards currently being processed under Indian 
Claims Ccmlmission docket 27.5, Creek Nation of Indians (BIA 1978); 

• Various published genealogies and local histories in the state libraries 
of Georgia and Florida, and public libraries in Atlanta, Cairo and 
Thomas"dll«~, Georgia, as well as the OHS library, Oklahoma City; 

• Letters ,and documents concerning Creek citizenship in the Creek 
Nation, c:eL. 1874-1910, Indian Archives Division, OHS, Oklahoma City 
(Creek Citizenship 1874-1910). 

Field Research 

Archival records were searched by the staff genealogist at the National Archives 
(NARS), Washington, D.C.; the NARS Federal Archives and Records Center, East 
Point, Georgia; cLrC!hives of the States of Georgia and Florida; and the Indian 
Archives Divisiclfl o.f the Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

Land and cartog,raphic records were searched in the Surveyor-General Department, 
Secretary of Stiate,• Atlanta, Georgia, and the Department of Natural Resources, 
Bureau of State J ... ands, Tallahassee, Florida. 

Library collecthms were examined in Georgia in the State Library and the public 
libraries of AtJcl.fl1ta" Cairo, and Thomasville, Georgia; the State Library of Florida; 
and the Oklahoma Historical Society Library, Oklahoma City. 
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Tr ibal Operations personnel were consulted and applications to share in judgment 
awards under Claims Commission dockets 21 and 275 were examined at the 
Muskogee Are,a Office, BIA, Muskogee, Oklahoma. 

SPECIFIC FINDINGS 

25 CFR The membership Clf the petitioning group appears to be composed principally of per-
54.7(f) sons who are nClt members of any other North American Indian tribe. 

25 CFR 
54.7(g) 

A current membership roli for the Creek Nation of Oklahoma was not avaiJable for 
comparison w.i:th the LMC membership ro11. Therefore, to determine if LMC 
members were enrolled in Oklahoma, a 1972 jUdgment fund ro11 was used (BIA 
1972). This roU was prepared by the Bureau to distribute funds awarded the Creek 
Nation of Indic,,"ls in Indian Claims Commission dockets 21 (paid to Eastern and 
Oklahoma Cre~~ks) and 276 (paid only to Oklahoma Creeks). This roll contains the 
names of all CreE~k Indians who applied for payment. Although roli numbers were 
not assigned to individuals who shared in the funds, the roll number of the ancestor 
through whom eHgibility was claimed is shown on the roll. 

The names of a.lJ lLMC members (maiden as weJl as married names) were compared 
with the names ()f Indians included on the judgment roli (BIA 1972). Only 97 of the 
LMC's 1,041 members could be identified on the judgment roll and all who were 
identified are sh.:>wn as descendants of Eastern Creek ancestors. Since membership 
in the OkJahomcL tribe is reserved for persons who can establish lineal descent from 
an Oklahoma OrE!ek ancestor ,- this precludes enrollment of Eastern Creeks in 
Oklahoma. In addition, the Creek Nation of Oklahoma prohibits dual enrollment. 

Forty-two ( 496) of the 1,041 LMC members could be identified on rolls or 
affidavits submitted by other unacknowledged Eastern Creek groups: 28 LMC 
members were on the roli of the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi at Poarch, 
Alabama (Ture(m 1980>; 10 appeared to be members of the Florida Tribe of Eastern 
Creeks at Pens.acc)la, Florida (Waite 1978); and 4 were listed on the roll of the 
Principal Creek ]ndian Nation, East of the Mississippi at Florala, Alabama (Turner 
1979). 

Since the LMC appears to be composed principally of persons who are not members 
of any other Nc)rth American Indian tribe, the group is determined to meet the 
criterion found in section .54.7(£). 

The LMC does 1110t appear on the current list of "Indian Tribes Terminated from 
Federal Supervi~iiol'" (Simmons 1980a) or the list of "Terminated Tribes Restored to 
Federal Status'l (Simmons 1980b). It is not now federally recognized and does not 
appear on the list of "Federally Recognized Indian Entities of the United States" 
(Simmons 1980d" nor has it been the subject of congressional legislation which 
expressly terminatl~s or forbids the Federal relationship. 

The Lower Muskogee Creek Tr ibe-East of the Mississippi, Inc., is, therefore, 
determined to meet the criterion found in section 54.7(g). 

2.5 C FR Membership Cr i !~~a 
;4.7(d) 

The group appears to be operating under a membership statement which defines 
voting eligibili1~{ ,and honorary membership, but does not specify the group's 
requirements for inclusion on the membership list or explain how Indian ancestry is 
determined. 
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Article X of the group's Articles of Incorporation gives liThe Board of Directors 
(Council) of the: corporation ... the power to admit members to the corporation 
(LMC) in sucih manner, subject to such qualifications, and upon such terms and 
conditions and with such rights as may be provided from time to time in the by
laws of the corporation" (LMC 1978d). 

Article IV of thle Constitution and By-laws submitted with the petition (quoted 
below in its entirety) includes the only detailed written statement on membership 
submitted. Preparation of a more definitive membership statement is reportedly in 
progress. 

ARTICLE IV - MEMBERS 

IV. 1. VOTING-MEMBERS: Any person registered on the Muskogee
Creek Ro 1.1 East of the Mississippi, twelve years of age or older, may be 
a voting.,member of the tribe, upon the approval of the Board of 
Directors" ' 

Voting-members shall elect the Board of Directors of the tribe from the 
voting-mE~:rnbership; except that the Georgia Chief of the Muskogee
Creek Inciian Nation East of the Mississippi River (Chief Neal 
McCormick) (or his successor according to the Muskogee-Creek 
tradition) ~,hall serve on the Board of Directors as President of the Tribe • 

. , 
Voting-mE~lTIbers entitled to ,vote and entitled to be eligible for election 
to Board c:d Directo'rs must be members in good standing. 

IV. 2. NON··VOTING: Any person with Muskogee-Cree~ ancestry (proven 
or otherwi!ie) may become a non-voting member of the Tribe by filing a 
written application with the Board of Directors. 

Non-voting members shall have the same rights and privileges as other 
members but shall not have the right to vote nor serve as an officer of 
the Tribe. 

IV. 3. HON'ORARY MEMBERS: Honorary Membership in the Tribe may 
be bestowed upon certain persons from time to time, upon the approval 
of the Boalrcl e)f Directors. 

Honorary Members shall have the same rights and priviJeges as other 
members but shall not have the right to vote nor serve as an officer of 
the Tribe. (LMC 1978e) 

It is not clear whIch roll is intended by " ••• the MUSkogee-Creek Roll East of the 
Mississippi •••• '" Two possibilities exist: 

1. The roll oj[ the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe East of the Mississippi, Inc., 
prepared by the group itself, as of December 10, 1978 (discussed in detail 
below) (LMC 1978b); or, 
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2. The roll c,f descendants prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for 
distribution IJf judgment funds awarded under the Acts of Congress approved 
SeptembE:~r 21, 1968 (82 Stat. 8.55 and 82 Stat. 8.59) as a result of Indian 
Claims Cc,mmission dockets 21 and 276 (BIA 1972). It is doubtful that this 
roll was lmed, however, due to the lack of public accessibility. 

During a field 1:rip to the Tama Reservation, the staff genealogist was verbally 
informed that membership in the group is limited to persons who can document 
their Creek anC:E~stry and that the entire council, by majority vote, will hear an 
individual's claim to membership and decide whether that person shall be recog
nized as a melTltu~r. 

The entire mernbership process for the group appears to be administered with 
little, if any, palrticipation by the individual applicant. A separate membership file 
is maintained .in the LMC offices for each member of the group. Genealogical 
information in th'ese files is apparently recorded by persons on the LMC staff based 
on verbal discussi()ns with the applicant. According to LMC leadership, no formal 
application form i:; actually filled in by the applicant and none were seen by the 
Acknowledgment staff. With no application form, however, there is little evidence 
of an individuCl,J's desire to be a member of the group other than the possible 
presence of a I:>irth certificate issued by the State of Florida. (Florida will issue 
copies of the full birth certificate, which includes the names of parents, only to 

relatives.) The r'est of the informa;tion and documents in the fHe could be obtained 
by someone othe'r than the applicant. Each file contains originals or copies of 
documents considered necessary to establish the individual's claim to membership, 
i.e., vital record:; certificates, census reproductions, wills, deeds, etc. The files 
are generally \ve:ll·-researched and maintained. Individual files viewed by the staff 
genealogist cont;~ined no evidence of council action on a member's claim to 
membership. 

The LMC is det:E~l"mined to meet criterion 54.7(d) of the regulations which caUs for 
a copy of the gr()up's present governing document describing in full the membership 
criteria and thE~ procedures through which the group governs its affairs and its 
members. Membership provisions in their present form, however, are vague and i11-
defined and incllJdl~ no specific requirements for establishing Creek Indian ancestry 
as a basis for inclusion in the group's membership list. The Constitution and By
laws do not detail lJrocedures used by the group to determine membership. 

25 CFR Membership Us:~! 
.54.7(e) 

One membership list or roll was submitted with the revised petition (LMC 1978b). 
This roll, prepCLl"ed as of December 10, 1978, contained the names of 1,046 
members. Five! duplicated names were struck from the roll reducing the total to 
1,041-the number used for all percentage calculations based on this roll. 

The 1978 roU heLd been carefully prepared and included the needed vital statistics 
on individual mE~rnbers and their parents. For the most part, arrangement of the 
roU was by family groups and addresses were provided for almost all members. 
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No former lists or rolls were submitted with or mentioned in the revised petition. 
one former lis1: had been submitted by the LMC with an earlier petition prior to 
finalization of the Acknowledgment regulations (LMC 1977b). This list was 
retained with ttH~ knowledge of the LMC. The list bears no date, but shall be called 
the" 1977 roll" b'e-cause of the year in which it was submitted to the Bureau. 

The 1977 roll c()ntained 1,386 members after duplicate names and an unassigned 
number were el.lrninated. Arrangement was essentially by family groups though 
surnames were frequently omitted and the names and vital statistics of parents 
were not shown. Addresses were available for only a few persons listed •. Ot would 
have been impossible for the staff to work from this list without further revision.) 

These rolls, though roughly 18 months apart, are remarkably dissimilar. For 
example, the 15i'?? roll contained 1,386 members; the 1978 roll, 1,041 members. In 
September 1980,. the staff was verbally informed that the group's membership was 
then approximat,ely 1,700--some 650 persons higher than had been initially reported 
in the petition. I 

Only 384 persons could be identified on both rolls (28% of the 1977 roll, 37% of the 
1978 roll). 

Some of the SamE! ancestors claimed on the 1978 roll were also claimed on the 1977 
roll; however, rna,ny other ancestors heretofore unmentioned were claimed on the 
1977 roU as well.. . , 

It was impossibl,e to determine if the members on the 1977 and 1978 rolls met the 
group's own membership criteria since the group's membership requirements are 
vague and poorl~' d4efined. 

Conclusions dra.wln from these two rolls are that the group's membership appears to 
be most unstabJE! and that there is little to suggest the maintenance of a cohesive 
community. 

No documents c:w petitions signed by the members as a group or other lists of LMC 
members made fOlr other purposes were found which could be utilized to define the 
membership pri,or 10 the 1970's. 

Genealogical ChiU"ts tracing the ancestry and relations of members were submitted 
for 40% of the members on the 1978 roll (LMC 1978c). Family tree charts were 
prepared by combining information provided on the roll with that provided on the 
genealogical cha~rt:s. Additional ancestry charts were requested, and subsequently 
provided, for tine :group's known leaders as well as a few individual members for 
whom relationslhips, were unclear. 

25 C FR Establishing h!~vl Ancestry 
54.7(e) 

To meet the C::l'it~~rion found in section 54.7(e), a group must establish that its 
members descend! jtroma tribe or tribes which existed historically and inhabited a 
specific geographical area. 
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At least two elements are key to initially establishing Indian ancestry: first, the 
identification of an acceptable source of Creek Indian ancestry; and second, the 
documentation ()f an individual's descent from the identified Creek Indian. 

Sources of Creek Indian Ancestry 

Numerous early SOIJrces are acceptable and avaiJable which identify Creek Indians 
by name. Of these early sources, the following were cited by the LMC: 

1) Claims "f Friendly Creeks (H.R. Doc. 200) (Office of Indian Affairs 
1817); 

2) Census of the Creek Nation, 1832/33 (Parsons and Abbott 1832/33); 
3) An Act fClr the Relief of Samuel Smith, Lynn MacGhee, and Semoice, 

friendly Creek Indians (U.S. Congress 1836a); -
4) An Act fOlr the Relief of Susan Marlow (U.S. Congress 1836b); 
;) An Act for the Relief of the HeirS of Semoice, a friendly Creek 

Indian (U.S .. Congress 1852); and, 
6) Roll of LClyal Creek Refugees, Freedmen and Soldiers (Office of 

Indian AHairs 1870). 

Also used by thE~ LMC, but of more recent origin, was the jUdgment award in 1968 
to the Creek Naticm of Indians under Indian Claims Commission docket 21. This 
award provided :fc)r a distribut~on to all Creeks regardless of whether they or their 
ancestors emigrc~ted to the West or remained in the East. The Creek Indian lineage 
for these person:; who shared in docket 21 had already been established by virtue of 
their having shared. 

Another source lJl)e~d was enrollment applications for an Eastern Cherokee judgment 
award which had b4een rejected as IICreek Cases ll (Miller 1906). These applications 
had been submitted to the Guion Miller Commission in 1906 and 1907 by persons 
who wished to shcLr,e in the Court of Claims award paid in 1910. These applications 
are not acceptable as evidence of Creek ancestry. The reason being that 
classification as Creek was based on statements made by the applicant that his 
Indian name W"L:; ~iollinger or MacGhee <Creek names) and not on proof that the 
individual was Crle~!k or even a descendant. The Commission's decision to reject an 
application was, ~c.herefore, based on the fact that the applicant was not Cherokee
not that he was Crleek. 

Documenting Indian Ancestry 

Ninety-seven 0:( the group's 1,041 members were able to establish descent from an 
acceptable Cre"ek Indian ancestor because they themselves had shared in docket 21 
distributions and their ancestry had previously been established for that purpose. 
An additional gO members appear to be lineal descendants of the 97 who shared. 
Thus, a total o:f 177 LMC members can or appear to be able to establish Indian 
ancestry using gen1ealogical work done for docket 21. 

Based on evid'lencle available at this time, it appears that 1796 of the group's 
members have alre:ady documented their Indian ancestry or are expected to be able 
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to do so. An adlditional 21 % may be able to document their Indian ancestry with 
further research 'though evidence presented to the staff has not conclusively 
established this,. 

Evidence presented for 52% failed to definitively establish descendancy. For these 
members, the possibility of their establishing descendancy and Creek Indian 
ancestry with additional research cannot be ruled out entirely, however, though it 
is considered highly unlikely. 

Ten percent of the group's members were not processed either because their family 
liTle contained t,OC) few members or because information provided on family 
relationships IJ,,'(lS unclear. Their ability to document descent from an Indian 
ancestor is, therefore, unknown. 

Documentary e~\'id,ence was requested for the descent claimed by approximately 
105 individuals; :shown on the family tree charts. The ancestry of recent 
generations app'e,al'ed to be well-documented. Evidence which would definitively 
document the 11"'elationships of one and sometimes two generations prior to the 
Creek Indian c1c.imed as the ancestor was generally weak and inconclusive or non
existent. 

Documents pres.~nted as evidence included official certificates of birth, death, or 
marriage; Fedel:"a.l popUlation census schedules; Bible records; wills; deeds; rejected 
Eastern CherokE~E~applications; and. other personal papers. Not all documentation 
presented was cc.nsidered reliable; 'however. Unreliable documentation included 
such items as I"ejiected 'Eastern Cherokee applications and delayed certificates of 
birth which hacl been issued based on evidence considered self-serving or insuffi
cient. (Four oj: th,e charted family lines, accounting for approximately 1796 of the 
LMC membershi.p, claimed Indian ancestry based on rejected Eastern Cherokee 
applica tions.) 

A discussion of the basis for the genealogical selection and how actual verification 
of the document:, IJ,'as accomplished will be found under The Genealogical Selection 
Process, page 3" 

In summary, th,,)ugh the LMC has provided both a current list and a former list of 
members as required by section 54.7(e) of the regUlations, it was impossible to 
determine if thE~se lists were based on the group's own membership criteria since 
the group has not stated what the requirements are for inclusion in the membership 
list. These rolh bE~ar little correlation to one another and appear to indicate a lack 
of stability with.in 1:~e group as well as the absence of a cohesive community. 

Based on evidence available, it seems highly unlikeJy that more than half of the 
group's members cc,uld establish Creek Indian ancestry. 

No prior rolls, gr10up documents or petitions, or other lists of members were found 
to substantiate the group's claim to an existence prior to the 1970's. 

No genealogical «~ ... idence was found which would support a claim to an historical 
tribal existence on the part of those few members who have or are expected to be 
able to establish Indian ancestry. 
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Therefore, the Lc)wer Muskogee Creek Tribe-East of the Mississippi, Inc., is 
determined not to meet section 54.7(e) of the regulations which states that the 
membership mlmt consist of individuals who have established descendancy from a 
tribe which existe~d historically or from historical tribes which combined and 
functioned as a ~;ingle autonomous entity after the 1830's. 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

1. The origjrla~l of the Holmes ValJey Church record was examined by the 
genealogist dur ing a field trip to the Tama Reservation. While the church 
record (which appears genuine) (Holmes Valley 1846) and the Ward family 
record (nclt SE~en in original form) (LMC 1978f) may mention a few ancestors of 
the current group, there is no evidence of their being Indian or of their having 
acted as .,:!. cc)mmunity for anything other than occasional religious or social 
functions. 

2. "Clans" a.rlcl "clan leaders," which were identified in the petition and in 
discussions with LMC leaders, seemed to vary from time to time. At least one 
"clan" idE~ntified by the petitioner had no members on the 1978 roll. Some 
"clans" WE:~I'E~ combined under one leader and not all "clans" had leaders. 

3. Informatic:)J'\ available showing residents of early Creek towns showed no 
correlation Ib~~tween residents and ancestors of families in the lMC group. 

4. Though sE~~lected households and families could be identified in the 1850-1900 
Federal pe'pulation census schedules of Georgia, Florida, and Alabama, no 
identifiab.ll~ p,atterns were apparent (Census 1850-1900). Families living in the 
States of Ge()rgia and Florida, which had laws that discouraged Indians from 
identifying as Indian, ident~ied themselves as white and were apparently 
identified em sight by othec:s.as ·white. 

5. Several families were located in early tax digests of a few Georgia counties 
(Georgia 18.E,1··1930). All were shown in the white lists. None appeared there as 
"free persons of color." None appeared on the colored lists, either. 

6. Geographk:cu distribution of the memb~rship of the LMC is centered in three 
states: 3::19E, in Georgia, 30% in Florida, and 22% in Alabama (total, 84%). Of 
the remainde!r, 13% is scattered across the United States, and 3% have no 
address shown. (LMC 1978b) 
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HISTORICAL REPORT ON THE LOWER MUSKOGEE CREEK TRIBE
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI, INC. 

Active consideration of the petition for Federal acknowledgment of this group 
began on SeptemlbE~r 4-, 1979. Prior to this date, the group was advised by the 
Federal Ackno\l'/leclgment staff of obvious deficiencies, specificaUy an historical 
gap extending from 184-0 to 1971. The group was given the opportunity to submit 
additional docurTu~ntation on this period. On August 7, 1979, the group forwarded 
documents. Th,e items most germane to the historical deficiency problem were a 
family diary and a group of church records relating to western Florida. On 
August 29, 1980, the active consideration period was extended to March 4-, 1981. 

F'mdings 

54.7(a) Based on the evidence submitted and additional research by the Federal 
ACknowledgment staff the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe-East of the MiSSissippi, 
Inc. does not meet the historical criterion in that it has not established an 
existence from~istorical times on a substantially continuous basis as "American 
Indian," or abor'iginal. The group appears to have no pr ior existence before 1972, 
when it was organized as an offshoot of an Alabama Creek group. It incorporated 
in 1973. TherE!' haLs been no identification by Federal authorities, State and local 
officials, or schcllal"s of this group or: an antecedant group as American Indian prior 
to 1972. This grc)up h~s received a very limited State recognition since 1972. 
Extensive resea,,'ch on primary documents, secondary sources and other resource 
material by thE~ ACknowledgment staff and an extensive analysis of material 
submitted by thE~ petitioner has failed to find evidence that would substantiate the 
claims in the pE!tition. 

54.7(b) and (c) The group did not establish that it descends from the ancestral 
Creek Nation afttel" its removal west of the Mississippi in the 18305. No evidence 
was located of an earlier Indian group or groups in southern Georgia, southern 
Alabama or westE~rn Florida that could be identified as having historical ties to the 
present group. Thle lack of an identifiable historical group appears to indicate that 
the petitioner heL!:' not maintained political authority over its members in the past. 

Methodology ~~L R,esearc:h 

The research fcu' this petition was designed to determine if the group met the 
historical porti~)ns of the mandatory criteria. It was also intended to verify the 
interpretations pluced on the historical information submitted by the group in 
August 1979 and, tC) locate and interpret any other data on this group that could be 
found at the Fl~delral, State, local, and private levels. What information could be 
gathered about this group came from three main sources: materials submitted by 
the group itsel:[; materials already contained in Bureau of Indian Affairs files; and 
materials locate:cl during the research period. 
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Histor ica1 Sources 

A wide search was made for any material that could provide information on both 
the petitioner and the history of the area in which it is located. The following is a 
list of some of the sc)urces and depositories utilized. 

I. Washingt,,::>n, D.C. 

1. Natil::lnal Archives 
RE'~<:t:)rds of: Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Department of the Interior 
Department of Agriculture 
General Land Office 
War Department (Records of the Adjutant General and 
of the Continental Commands of the U.S. Army) 
Cartographic Archives 

2. Library of Congress 
M,lnuscript Division 
Gf~neJ'al Collections 
LOC:ial History Collections 
Mlusic; Division 
N~~~'spaper ~ol1ections 

3. Dau!~htE~rs of the Amer ican Revolution Library 

n. Atlanta, Georgia 

1. Geoll'gia. Department of Archives and History 
2. Federill Records Center - East Point, Ga. 
3. Geoli gia. Surveyor General's Office 

IlL Montgome:ry, Alabama 

1. Alab.ama Department of Archives and History 
2. Recclrds of the Office of the Governor - State Capitol 

History of the OI~~I< Nation 

Documented Cn~lek history begins with the Spanish expedition of DeSoto in 15~1, 
although prolon!~ed Indian-white contact did not begin until the 18th century. 
Through trade, the Creek Nation became deeply involved in the affairs of the 
southern British ;and Spanish colonies. The ancestral Creek Confederacy probably 
was in existence~ prior to the 1700's. After about 1715 the Creeks withdrew to the 
Coosa-Tallapoosa. River region in Alabama and the area along the southern 
Alabama-Georgi21 b4::lrder (Swanton, 1922; Corkran, 1967). 

After 1783 the Creeks were caught between the Americans and the Spanish, and 
they attempted tOI continue their policy of neutrality. However, repeated demands 
for land and American pressures for acculturation brought on a devastating Creek 
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civil war in 18131·,1814 that involved the United States. The war ended with the 
sign'ing of the Treaty of Fort Jackson, August 9, 1814. The treaty ceded an 
immense amount of land to the United States, and confined the Creek Nation to 
Alabama and a small portion of Georgia. 

Even before this time, there were Creeks or southern Indian groups Hving in Florida 
,along the Georg.i.cL border. However, more drifted into the Florida panhandle 
between Pensaco,la and Perry after the War of 1812. One historian has thought 
that these were Crel~ks who took the place of earlier groups that had been driven 
out or reduced by war and disease (Dysart, n.d.). Federal policy toward these 
Creeks remained vague until the removal per iod (the 1830s). Under pressure from 
the Federal and 5,tate authorities, they exchanged their lands and migrated, with 
the Creeks in Ala,bcLma and Georgia, west of the Mississippi. 

It is possible tha,t some Creeks remained in the Florida panhandle, or drifted in 
from other areas after the removal took place. So'me Creeks, for several reasons, 
did remain east cd the Mississippi, but it would be an error to think that there were, 
large numbers of th~~m in well-defined communities. Indian removal continued in 
Flor ida down to thE! period before the Civil War. The petitioner stresses this 
Florida heritage a:5 proof of its historical continuity with the ancestral Creek 
Nation. The statement as presented in the supplementary material provided in 
August 1979 assel~t:5 that in 1814 Conchatte Micco, or Red Ground Chief, migrated 
into Spanish Floridu to escape frorp American troops. His town was called 
Okahiahatchee, s'IJPPJsed1y located ·near modern Vernon, Florida. According to the 
petition, sometime between 1814 and 1818 a force of U.S. soldiers and militia 
destroyed this villi~:g~~ and in 1818 killed Conchatte Micco. 

The petitioner u'tili2:es this story to prove that there were Creek Indians in the 
Walton and Washington County areas of the Florida panhandle, that they were 
driven into the S'I~'cLmps and hid there from so~diers, and that they formed a group 
that is ancestra.l. te) the petitioner and that avoided removal from Florida to 
Oklahoma. As the petition states, "This (the killing of Conchatte Micco) brought 
great fear to thE~~ Indians in this area but the mossy, dark swamp area served as 
their refuge and d.icl :50 for generations." 

A close examinaticn of the origins of this story and the official documentation of 
U.S.-Indian conflilcf in the area shows that the Conchatte Micco story, and thus, 
much of the post-!rE!moval history contained in the petition is suspect. A close 
search of the re'c:c)rds of the U.S. Army Adjutant General and the Continental 
Commands of tru~~ U.S. Army at the National Archives failed to locate any record 
of the 1814 expec:lil1:icm. Nor do the papers of Andrew Jackson, the overall military 
commander in that area, mention such a foray. There may have been a Major 
Ur iah Blue, but hi.s l~xistence presents a puzzle. He is not listed as an Amer ican 
Army officer for iany time. He may have been an officer in the various state 
militia which OpE!I"Clted under Jackson's command, but in that case he would have 
been in Federal ::it~lr"ice, and carr ied on some mus ter roll or record. Moreover, his 
regiment, the 391:h Infantry, was not created until after the Civil War. 

Andrew Jackson did order and lead an expedition into West Florida in 1818 to 
attack Indians in thE~ area, as weB as to punish the Spanish and English who were 
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aiding them with supplies. On April 17, 1818 Jackson attacked the village of Chief 
Boleck on the Suwanee River, but ''the reed huts were empty. The Chief and his 
people had scattered Jike quail into the swamps"(James, 1933). Boleck's village was 
slightly over 200 mi.lI(~S teast of present day Holmes VaHey, directly north of modern 
Gainesville, Florida" There is no evidence that Jackson ever opera ted in Holmes 
Valley. 

Various parts of thi:; s,tory have been derived from three sour.ces. Probably the 
main source was E. W. Carswell's local history, Holmes Valley: A West Florida 
Cradle of Christian:~;)~, published in 1969. However, Carswell may have based his 
account on local trcLcii'tion, and his treatment of the facts is very circumspect. 
Another source, fulll«~I· and more assertive in tone, is found in a meeting brochure 
for a Creek gathedng held in Chipley, Florida in 197.5. The supplementary 
materials submitted by the Lower Muskogee group appear to have been a 
combination of these sources. The 1818 events are now melted in with local 
folklore that was b'el.ieved to be valid history, and cited as evidence of historical 
continuity and continu.ed presence in the Holmes Valley area. The evidence 
indicates that the e""ems did not take place as the petitioner asserts. 

Staff research has rH)t resolved the problem of the existence of an historical gap 
extending from the 1. 840's to the present. Despite the submission of additional 
information by the petitioner and subsequent historical research, no conclusive 
evidence has been fCl.md that showed the petitioner had ties of historical continuity 
with the ancestral Cn~ek Nation ihrough an Indian community (or communities) 
that existed in southtem Georgia and western Florida after the removal period. 

The Ward Record arl~~ Holmes Valley Oturch Records 

Submitted by the petitioner as evidence of the existence of an Indian community in 
Florida after remc1val, the Ward Diary and the Holmes VaJley Church records 
consist of a record oJ fiamily reunions and a number of church minutes, membership 
lists, and attendanoe I;e~cords. The petitioner asserts that: 

A major portion of the supporting documentation which clearly shows 
the Lower Ml,lScclgee Creek Indians did occupy the area from 1840 to 
1973 is evidenc:ed in the attached addendum ••• from the Holmes 
ValJey Church ••• the names mentioned throughout the time frame of 
181f.0 to 1973 are those identified by the tr ibal roll numbers assigned to 
them by the U,S. ~vernment and by the United States census as being 
the same indi'iidlJals •••• Through the Ward Record and the Holmes 
VaUey Church Record, the same names appear repeatedly. A cross
check of thclsE! named can readily identify them as Creek Tribal 
members having previously been certified as native Americans by the 
fact that they have established documented Tribal Roll Numbers 
(petition supp.lf~ment, 1979). 

The two document!i were analyzed to determine if they substantively showed that 
there was an Indicm community in Florida, ancestral to the present group and 
descended from tht:! Cteek Nation. Additional research was done on the history of 
the Holmes Valley i:Ll~«~cL and its churches to corroborate, refute, or reveal new data 
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about Indian groups in, that area. This research did not confirm the claim of the 
petitioner that the~ dClCumentation in the supplement solves the problem of the 
1840-1971 his tor lcal gap. Both the Ward family and the church records are too 
incomplete and fral,gmentary to be reliable as historical evidence. They contain 
contradictions with ()lItside evidence that essentially negates any claim made for 
this material. It shcluld be pointed out, however, that examination of this material 
by. the Acknowledgment staff was done through the use of photocopied material. 
The historian did n(l~: slee the original documents. 

Fragmentary Evidel~5:~ 

The Ward Record,I'f'hich appears to describe what took place at periodic family 
reunions, was submiUed as proof of the existence of an ancestral Creek group 
existing in the HolmE~s Valley area of Florida after Creek Removal. However, it is 
not chronologicaUy c:clmplete enough to be reliable as a source, and its factual 
statements cannot, ,in many cases, be substantiated by independent research. 

The Ward Record (xm1:ains gaps covering long periods of time. It is not a yearly 
chronological record" ,and consists of only eleven pages. Written on what appears 
to be a lined schol:)l composition book, the first page begins with p. 63 and ends 
with p. 74. The entr iE!S begin in 1840 and end in 1971. All are for October, except 
the initial one, datl~d simply, "184-0." However, although it would appear on initial 
examination to be a record of 131 yt:.a~s; it actually has entries for only 24 years. 

The diary has lim.i·t«~cI mention of events affecting Indians, and concerns itself 
largely with descriptie)ns of religious revivals, family dinners, and the exchange of 
news. The few en'tdes relating to Florida Indians concern Indian removal, which 
was taking place in Fl()rida, although not in the panhandle area, during the 1850's: 

October 1854: Our people are afraid to get together for any reason. 
October 185~11: More than 150 people in this part of Florida was sent 
West for a bounty ••• we no longer say the word chief. 

After 186.5, reuniom. came to be associated more with the local church, although 
the meetings seem tlJ have had a less religious and more family reunion character 
beginning in 1911. A.Lone time they may have been loosely connected with some of 
the churches in HCllmes Valley, but this association seems to be very tenuous. 
There is only a minimum of correlation between the names of church officials and 
the so-called ''mode-rators'' who were "elected" at Ward reunions (called "monitors" 
in the petitioner's ,supplementary narrative). The reunions may also have been held 
on the grounds of clm~ of the churches. By October 1940 attendance was limited to 
the older family ml~mbers and some friends. The main events were usually dinner 
and a baseball gam«~ .. The last entry, for October, 1971, states that "We still swap 
information and i"t is becoming a yearly genealogical workshop." The reunions 
appear to be mend,), family ones, which would be difficult to interpret as tribal 
meetings or the gathelrings of a group that was Indian. 

A year-by-year an,al)'sis and comparison of the Ward Diary and Holmes Valley 
Church minutes \va:s done to discover any points of contact or correlation. A 
search was made fClr names which appeared on both records in identical years, 
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similar events,. indications of cooperation or interaction between the Ward family 
and the church leadership, and evidence of a sense of community or selt
identtlication a.s, Indian. These documents do not provide enough information to 
construct a coher4~nt picture of the settlements in Holmes Valley and their ethnic 
makeup. Certain observations can be made: 

1. There is no mention of the Ward family or the reunion in the church 
minutes. 

2. Although the petition attempts to give the impression that the Ward 
Reunion was a quasi-organizational part of the church, the latter's main 
organizati.c.nal meeting was held the first week in August, while the 
former's \11 ii!, in October. 

3. The t~~rm "moderator" is asserted by the petitioner to be synonymous 
with the ;~osition of "chief." However, use of the term moderator is 
common among Baptist and Methodist congregations, who elected the 
moderator to conduct church business meetings. The Ward Record does 
not indic.cHte what the moderator's function was, nor is there chrono
logical cC:>lrre·1ation between the two lists of reunion and church officers. 
It appean dl()ubtful that the two bodies exchanged or shared leadership 
personneL The church members did not see the moderator as anything 
but somecne they had chosen to lead them in handling certain business. 

4~ There is a Jack of ~elf~identification as Indian or as an Indian 
communi ty by the church members. 

5. Factu,al discrepanCies between the Ward and Church records show 
that thes4!! documents do not reflect the knowledge of such a subject 
that chul~,:h members and long-term settlers in the area would have. 
Moreover, it is almost impossible to construct a coherent history of the 
churches in the area using the available records. One statement in the 
Ward reccord reveals that the author did not know that the Ebenezer and 
Moss HiH Churches were housed in the same structure, although he 
regrets the change in names of one of the churches. (Carswell, 1977) 

6. A thorc1ugh search of U.S. Army records in the National Archives, as 
well as in Rocal histor iesof Flor ida failed to disclose any record of the 
removal cd' ,a sizable group of Indians from the Florida panhandle area 
during tt',,~ J.850's. Indian removals from Florida during that decade 
were of ~~!:(·treD'lely small groups, and from southern Florida. 

The fragmentc~I'Y Ward and church records do not indicate that an Indian commu
nity existed in the Holmes Valley area that outsiders or members of the community 
identified as Cre·ek, or even Indian. The correlations between the two sets of 
documents appE!ar to be minimal and do not mutually support each other. They do 
not substantia,te the contention that an Indian community existed in the west 
Florida area bf:~tween the time of Indian removal and the present era. 
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The Lower Musk:ogee Creek group appears to have had its orIgms as a group in 
Alabama. In the 1l940's Calvin McGhee, who lived near Atmore, gained prominence 
as the result ~:)f disputes over educational opportunities for Indians in his area. 
McGhee was aIsc~ !successful in gaining a share of Indian Claims Commission docket 
21 award for C!'E~ek descendants east of the Mississippi. During the 1960's another 
Creek Indian group was established at Florala, and chartered by the State in 1970. 
Neal McCormick: was listed as a vice-chief of the group in a 1972 request for 
Federal recognition. 

In 1972 Arthur 1iumer, who was leader of the Florala group, resigned because of 
illness. J. We5,Jey Thomley and McCormick then left the group and set up a 
separate organ.l;~ation. Some individuals who were part of Turner's group have been 
associated at one time or another with the petitioner. 

At the same tillTl«~ that the group formed and incorporated under the laws of Florida 
and Georgia, it heJld a conference with the Poarch group of Creeks at Atmore. At 
a February 16, l'9n, meeting, Neal and Peggy McCormick reported that they had 
been members t):f Turner's Florala Council and that they had plans to establish 
a Creek center in Georgia, where they now lived. J. Wesley Thomley intended to 
establish a SepcU"Clte center in Florida. Their aim was to promote a unified Creek 
movement. HOLlstC)n McGhee then appointed Neal McCormick "Chief of the Creeks 
of Georgia" ancl Thorn ley "ChieL of 'the Creeks of Florida." 

The 1970's 

Between 1973 and 1978 the McCormicks were active in the Georgia-Florida area. 
They organized a,s a non-profit corporation, held a series of public meetings and 
fund-raising acti1dties, achieved a degree of local and State recognition, bought 
land, and petiti()ned the Federal Government for aCknowledgment of their group as 
an Indian tr ibe. 

On February 23, .1973, seven days after Neal McCormick was named Chief of 
Georgia, the McC:ormicks registered as a non-profit corporation under the laws of 
Georgia and 0:1[ Grady County. They filed for non-profit status in Florida in 
January (copies c.t incorporation papers in petition). The stated purpose of the 
corporation wa:s lito acquire and administer funds and property which, after the 
payment of nec::'e,S~iary expenses, shall be devoted exclusively to historical, edu
cation, literary:, siCientific and cultural pursuits." The group amended these papers 
on September 1:, 197'6, and expanded the group's aim to: 

1. provid~~ manpower, employment, and training services for Indians. 
2. receiv(~ rn10ney ''from whatever source" for American Indian aid. 
3. receivE~ cmd administer Federal contracts. 
4. operatll~ ."e:al estate belonging to the group. 

The establishment of the McCormicks in Grady County, Georgia, followed soon 
after the group~; incorporation. The McCormicks established a relationship with 
local government cLnd business authorities soon after their arrival in the area. On 
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May 1-7, 1~73 they led a delegation before the Cairo city council to explain that 
they wanted to holel a.n Indian "pow-wow" on July 3 and 4. They asked the city for 
the loan of a site. Although none was available, through the intercession of the 
local Chamber of Commerce, the group obtained use of the county livestock 
pavillion. 

Cairo's business Jead,ers supported the idea of the July gathering, and strongly 
backed it for severc:LJ. y1ears. In this they were joined by the local government and 
the county's main new:spaper. These people apparently viewed the pow-wow as a 
commercial device thalt would bring a large number of tourists and income to 
Cairo. As the Cai~~~ !viessenger editor iallzed, "For some time now the people of 
Cairo and Grady Ce'linty have needed an annual event to celebrate and maybe 
McCormick has given it to us." (Cairo Messenger, 7.13.73) This attitude persisted 
during subsequent PIJW-Wows. In 1974 the local newspapers gave the event several 
weeks of advance ce,verage and the Chamber of Commerce arranged a parade and 
horse show to coinclich~ with the meeting. The entire three day affair was billed as 
"Old South Frontier Days" (June-July editions, Cairo Messenger). In 197.5 the Cairo 
Messenger stated 1I:h'11: it should "go the limit to exploit the July 3-5 Pow-
Wow •••• " . 

A great deal of orga.ni;~ational effort and planning is obviously expended on behalf 
of the July meetin:g. At first the Atmore group sent dancers to perform and 
participated in som(~ of the initial planning, as the McCormicks did at Atmore 
(Cairo Messenger, 6"L5.n), Qut that-practice did not continue. The pow-wows have 
been well attended ev,ents, that drew from between 10,000 and 15,000 by local 
estimates. However, ·these do not appear to be annual tribal meetings, and there is 
no evidence that formeLl tribal business is conducted at them. Fund-raising is one 
aim of the meetings. An admission charge is levied, and the group maintains a 
monopoly on the me're:handising of food, while renting space for Indian craft booths. 
Record albums, rec(:)\"dE~d at the group's own studio, are sold to visitors and also by 
direct mail (Walker, 19;77; Goolrick, 1977). 

Program schedules published by the group indicate the activities of the July 4 
affair include country music performances, revivalist singing and preaching, and a 
conscious effort to bl(~nd Southern culture and religious fundamentalism with a 
pan-Indian appearanC:E~. The aim seems to be the widest popular appeal. In 1 ~76 
"Sounds of the Swa.rnp~," was introduced as the major event of the program. It 
incorporates both C1·,~'e~( Indian "legends" of the removal periods and fundamentalist 
Chr istianity (Walker, .l 51?7). 

On February 14, 191'4. the McCormicks purchased a tract of land for $40,000 on the 
west side of Cairo. Thl~ McCormicks probably used money raised at the pow-wows 
to buy the 102-acre trclCt of land. The group paid the balance of the loan off on 
May 1, 1978. The IVlc:Cormicks call the site the Tired Creek Indian Reservation, 
but also use the phrase Tama Reservation. The name may be derived from that of 
an ancient Creek to',vn, and Indian artifacts have been discovered on the land. The 
corporation owns the 102 acres, and Grady County lists the land as taxable. Family 
business enterprises "perate from the Tama site. The Tama Recording Studio 
produces records of th(~ McCormick Gospel Singers. At the Ught Feather Trading 
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Post, handicrafts and souvenirs that advertise the group are sold (Walker, 1977; 
Goolr ick, 1977). 

Ownership of this site has been a decisive factor in the initial success of the Cairo 
group. It provides a !H~:ure base for their activities, a permanently available, rent
free location for me'E!tings and fund raising, and has helped to focus attention on 
them as a group by cl"E~alting the impression that a large group of Creek Indians Jive 
there. ' 

In 1976 Neal McCormick visited the BIA to ask that the group be acknowledged as 
a tribe and that their land be taken in trust as a reservation. McCormick made 
several claims in his c:c,rrespondence with the BIA. At various times he has stated 
that his group was a branch of the recognized Creek tribe in Oklahoma and, 
therefore, recogniz·ed (a view since discarded), and that his group had 7,264 
members (CorresponclE!nce in F AP files). 

The Lower Muskogl~l~ Creek group has not been recognized by the Federal 
Government as an Indian tribe, although the group has received grants from 
Federal agencies thEL t were intended for Indian groups. In 197; the U. S. 
Department of Labolr ,awarded a training grant to the group. United Southeastern 
Tribes, Inc., admini:st.ered the program. Its purpose was to fund arts and crafts 
classes in Pensacolcl, Florida. J. Wesley Thomley's Florida Creek group also 
participated in thE!~ plro ject. ~nf1ieting stor ies exist about the grant, but 
apparently USE T withdrew the money when it learned that the craft product made 
by the classes "were~ solId ••• at arts and crafts shows in the Pensacola area, with the 
items advertised as "thE! work of the clan of Thomley" (Tampa Times, 10.26.76). 
USE T ordered the IrE!payment of $;,000. After an on-site investigation, 
Department of Labor .:;,Uicials determined that the group had no training program, 
and no capability 0:( d4~veloping one (information provided by CETA officials to 
F AP). On Septembe~r 4, 1979, they appJied' for technical assistance to the 
Economic Development Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce. It was to 
conduct a Product Manufacturing Feasibility Study, an investigation of the 
feasibility of manufal:tlJring jeweJry, rugs and quilts, and honey on the Creek Tama 
Reservation in Grady Cc)unty, Georgia. The group received an award of $22,038. 

In 1977 the group uriSuccessfully applied for a federal housing grant to build 1.50 
units of low~ost housing on the Tama site. On May 18 the McCormicks asked the 
Georgia Indian Commission to review the application they intended to make to the 
U.S. Department of tic)using and Urban Development. The commission had not 
authorized the Caire Creek Indian Housing Authority. Federal law required the 
State to authorize tht~ housing authority before aid could be extended. In addition, 
the Atlanta HUD R'egi()nal director informed the Georgia Commission on May 20 
that they had no power under existing law to operate such an authority. The 
McCormicks also b,iJ.ed to prove that a need existed for the housing. A field 
investigation by HUJI) f()und only seven families living at Tama. This included the 
McCormicks and their adult children. HUD interviewed an off-site family the 
McCormick! identifie~c1 .as Creek, and they denied any intention to move to Tama. 
The McCormicks r(!jE~:ted HUD's advice to obtain written commitments from 
people willing to mO"/e to the reservation before they applied for a grant. This was 
apparently in dir.ect c:olntradiction to previous statements made by the group, in 
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which they stated thclt "We have almost 17.5 applications from Indians who want to 
live here." At this drne the group also said that they were a federally-recognized 
tribe (ThomasviUez.~!a. Times-Enquirer, 1.20.78; HUD, 1977). 

The relationship of dle! group with the Georgia State government is ambiguous. In 
1973 the Governor recognized the Lower Muskogee Creek as "a tr ibe of people," an 
action that appears not to have a great deal of legal meaning under Georgia law. 
On May 6, 197.5 thE~ Governor of Georgia recognized the Tama site as an Indian 
reservation, and th4~ state legislature did so the following year, an act which 
appears to be forbidden by the present Georgia constitution. However, this did not 
confer any type of trust status on the land or remove it from local tax rolls. The ' 
McCormicks played cL major role in the establishment of the Georgia State Indian 
Commission, but have since left the commission, due to internal disputes. The 
State has not suppor"te!d the acknowledgment petition, and neither have county or 
local governments ir, Georgia or Florida. 
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